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2013 World Paragliding
Championship
Sopot, Bulgaria

T

he area around Sopot is characterised by a large
ridge that extends east-west and a smaller parallel
ridge on the southside of a very wide flat valley.
The area is known as the Valley of the Roses and offers
some spectacular scenery. Bulgaria is an interesting
place – with post-communist remnants everywhere it
provides a mix of old and new. The people I met were
really nice and very welcoming.

The sky getting a little dark during a practice day

Practice Days

After arriving to rain in Sopot the previous day, it was
nice to see a great practice day sky. Gareth was meant
to arrive just after me, but due to a flight delay he only
just made it in time to get a flight in.
The chairlift ride up to launch was very enjoyable,
passing through a forested valley and eventually
emerging above the tree line to an open grassy launch
with great views of the area. If it wasn’t for the huge
wait at the bottom due to an electrical problem, causing
near heatstroke from standing around waiting, and the
headache from the free beer the night before, I think it
would have been an epic flying day (I am good at making
excuses). Gareth and I took off just before the window
opened for the Bulgarian and Ukrainian Open and flew
a little out and return up and down the valley, checking
out the hills and flats to see what was working and
getting a general feel for the place. The air was friendly
with a few climbs up around 3.5m/s average, but most
around 2.5m/s. There was quite a lot of shading around
later due to large clouds, but everything still seemed
to work if you were up high. I pulled the pin after three

under the Kiwi flag until someone ran back to our team
HQ to grab an Aussie flag – apparently the lack of the
Commonwealth Star means little to our Bulgarian hosts.
The official practice day was too windy to fly so
in traditional paraglider pilot fashion we all sat around
using computers and talking random flying junk.
Exciting!

Registration went well for everyone
except KK (Dave Wainwright)
whose FAI licence had gotten lost
somewhere along the way. It was
eventually sorted out and I’m
certain Gareth found KK’s licence
in his pocket later… Seems that
KK is flying for NZ as we marched

by Che Golus
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hours and landed back at the chairlift, close to home.
With hindsight, if I knew what was coming, I would have
maximised the day.
The following day was very average in comparison,
it overdeveloped quickly, base lowered and a strong
northerly kicked in as I was coming in to land. I landed
going backwards, luckily in a nice open area between
rose fields.

Opening Ceremony
& Official Practice

Depending on who you speak to, the World Championships are
hailed as the single most important XC paragliding event on the
calendar or just a huge conservative gaggle festival. I definitely
found the latter. The Australian team attending consisted of
Brian Webb, Dave Wainwright, Gareth Carter and myself.
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Green with envy
Photo: Che Golus

The opening ceremony
Photo: Che Golus
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2013 World Paragliding
Championship
Sopot, Bulgaria
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15 July – Task 1:
75.2km Race to Goal

The day was very slow to get going with most of the
ridge and valley completely shaded. We sat around on
launch for ages, the launch window opened and no one
went, then the race started and no one went, except one
guy. We later found out he won the day through some
brave and independent flying.

I had troubles right from the start. My instrument
was just as confused as I was. We had launched after the
race had already started and the instrument was telling
me to go back to launch for some unknown reason. Once
I thought I had it sorted, I started on course as the
instrument played its happy little go racing tune, but
I was doubtful that I had tagged the start cylinder… I
tried to check my track in the air and was already 80%
sure I had missed it.
I had a great run for the rest of the task, mixing
it with a few of the guns (some of the French pilots
who took podiums). We took a good line out from
the mountains and into the flats, a much more direct
route and it proved fruitful. I was not sure of our exact
position relative to the rest of the field, but I knew we
were doing okay. At the last turnpoint, I realised that we
were the lead gaggle. I came in 6th for the day. Once on
the ground I checked my track properly and confirmed
that I had missed the start and had blown a really good
task result. Brian arrived not long after me, with the
same doubts. It turned out we had both blown it due to
this previously unknown quirk of our instruments.

“I was in front when
I hit the ground...”

I pushed on and had a fun flight pushing hard, but made
a bad course decision and got flushed by the wind
coming down the gorge.
Brian Webb: I am still not clear what happened with
the instruments, but I guess it was linked to launching
well after the start gate had opened with a large 10km
exit start centred from another waypoint. Fine time to
find a new problem. In hindsight, I should have studied
the map more carefully and manually taken the start
rather than depending on a dubious arrow – daft thing
was the arrow was literally taking me around in little
circles rather than towards the gate.
The actual task was initially slow but buoyant, then
quickened as the cloud partially cleared and the sun
opened up the course lines. Very happy with the new
lines and glider, the decisions, the climbing and the
glides – we just need to get the start right!

16 July – Day 2

The task was canned before we went up the hill
– strong wind over the back and forecast 1m/sec climbs.
Apparently hot springs and mud baths are the order
of the day.

17 July – Task 2:
70.5km Race to Goal

Gareth Carter: Our first task was over the back, cloudy
and late. Start time came and went and we were all
still sitting around for about an hour, then all bombed
off together. A whirling gaggle of stupid in 1.5m/sec...

Game on!
Photo: Che Golus

to perfection with Che on one wingtip and Dave just
below. The Aussies led to the gate and first turnpoint,
where we had to start looking for lift while the guys
who for some reason (surely not cloud flying) were really
high, glided several hundred metres over our heads and
down the courseline.
Really scratchy first two thermals, but we got good
lines and climbs allowing us to skip some gaggles.
I came in at two hours 21 minutes with Dave a couple
of minutes behind. We might even catch the Kiwis with
a bit of luck!

18 July – The Waiting Game

Task 2 was a total shocker for me, I was in a bad
headspace after blowing my first task and the huge
gaggles, aggressive flying, cloud flying, and 0.5m/sec
climbs on this task were doing nothing to help me.
The start was crazy, there were so many people in
cloud, with whole gaggles disappearing at times, and
some interesting calls of ‘flying up the side of clouds’
which I saw – of course this was once they had first
disappeared for a minute inside the cloud.
Leaving at base was a huge disadvantage, we had
to peel off course line early to find another climb while
a bunch of people just glided on course. Eventually,
I cracked and lead out for a glide, at first it was great,
I looked back and there were literally 70 gliders following
me. The problem occurred when one of them probably
found a 0.3m/sec boomer and they all stopped to climb,
I kept going and hit nothing until the ground. As I was
coming in to land I overflew Brian who was already on
the road, walking. Gareth and KK both made goal and
reported that it got a lot better on the second part of
the task.

“Many pilots just kept going
into the cloud…”

Leaving the start gate
Photo: Che Golus
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Gareth Carter: Very late start after the weather calmed
down. I launched early and enjoyed an easy climb
to base in what was 100% cloud cover. Timed the start
October | November 2013
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What was hailed as a good day with abating northerly
winds turned out to be a wait-a-thon. The organisers
optimistically changed the task and delayed us by
15-minute intervals for a few hours before finally
cancelling the task. The chair lift ride down was peaceful.

19 July – Task 3:
117km Zig Zag Race to Goal

After promises from the organisers that it was going to
be an epic day, a 117km task was set. Gareth, KK and
myself had a good start and were pushing as much as we
could. There was more cloud flying going on today with
some people taking a nice advantage at the start, which
was really frustrating to see after all the warnings given
by the organisers.
On course, the climbs were once again super slow
with big gaggles forming. Being out front was too
little advantage, as people were just hanging back and
waiting until an obvious line formed. There were two
nice climbs after the second turnpoint, averaging over

4m/sec, but that was it, back to the shade and slow
gaggle flying. A few pilots did use the strong climbs
to their advantage, flying into cloud, and there were
reports of a near mid-air and someone under reserve,
it turned out to be two pilots in cloud nearly running
into each other.
Staying airborne was not that difficult, but I did not
enjoy the large gaggles and aggressive flying. Eventually
I chose to push a line to the north with a couple of other
pilots. The line looked good with sun on the ground and
nice clouds above. It worked pretty well, but I failed to
connect with base, making the push to the turnpoint
a little difficult over the trees. I decided to take the safe
option, missed the turnpoint by less than a kilometre
and then drifted 10km back down course just to stay in
the air. At that point, I called it quits for the day. KK flew
well, remained very patient and eventually made it in.

Gareth Carter: A mixed day for me – great start, at the
front with KK and Matty Senior (NZ), got low, struggled
for a while in the 20 to 40km range. I then chose a similar
line to Task 2 and bombed down the course while the
lead gaggle took a dog leg around the high ground and
hit the second turnpoint.
On the way back, some stonking climbs at 4+m/sec
deposited many pilots in the cloud with some doing
the right thing and spiralling down again afterwards.
Base was at about 2300m, but some got to more than
2600m and one near miss in cloud caused a pilot to full
stall, then not managing to recover and landing (safely)
under reserve.

Photo: Gareth Carter
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talk of task stoppage and overdevelopment. Before the
start gate opened people were already calling level 3.
I waited on launch and watched the clouds grow, fast
with a gut feeling that the day was going to be cancelled
very soon. The air in the immediate vicinity actually
looked okay, so I decided to get ready and launch rather
than having to pack up and catch the chair down. Shortly
after launching, I saw a number of people spiralling and
with ears, so I decided to wingover my way down to the
landing. As I landed, it started to rain and soon after
there were a few visible lightning strikes.

flyable day – a little disappointing considering how
quickly the end of the comp is coming up.

23 July – Task 5:
129km Race to Goal

22 July – Roman Roadtrip

2013 World Paragliding
Championship
Sopot, Bulgaria
Waiting for the start

Photo: Che Golus

Anyway, Che and I started to the last turnpoint
in front, but the whole courseline was shaded out
and I decked it about 84km with a lot of others. Dave
eventually got to goal – slowly.

20 July – Task 4:
121km Race to Goal

Today I struggled mentally before launch. There was
no time pressure to get set up for the start gate, so
I waited on the hill a while and launched late. I decided
to take it easy – just enjoy the flying and not focus on
competing – do a bit of aerial tourism and take a few

photos of the big gaggles as I leeched along behind.
Not the most fulfilling tactic, but actually completing
a task and scoring for it would be worth it.
It turned out to be a good decision. I had a lot of fun
and wasn’t as frustrated with the gaggle flying as on
previous days. I just settled in, enjoyed the views, took
the chance to forget about everything and just enjoy the
wondrous simplicity of being in the air.
The task was a little slow at the start on the main
ridge, with a few more slow spots along the way, but
climbs were generally a lot stronger than on previous
days which made the flying a lot more fun. I only got low
once on course, having to push out for a while to connect
with a climb. Other than that, it was a pretty smooth run
most of the way. There were some strong convergence
areas on course where pushing on rather than turning
meant you could make up time.
The last 30km or so were a full bar blast under a strong
convergence line – it was fun for a little while, then got a
bit tedious. I left the last turnpoint with my instrument
saying -400m for goal and arrived at the end of the 14km
glide with about +1500m. Brian was somewhere in front
most of day by the sound of it and came in a few minutes
before me. Gareth came in just after.

Gareth Carter: After a bad launch, low and backwards,
I trucked along the ridge in search of lift until I got a
good climb out in the sun. Today, I touristed around the
course at the back of the gaggle, and finished about
10mins behind the leaders. Fun flying with some decent
lift for a change, mixed in with the usual scratchy
1m/sec crappy sections.
The last 30km was full bar, holding it for that long
made my legs tired and my shoulders sore from hanging
off the B’s through the lift sections (+3ish).
I came in at three hours 40 minutes. Brian led the
Aussies in at three hours 32 minutes, with Che in
between and KK visiting the locals for an hour or so.

I awoke at my usual time, but it seemed a little darker
than usual. I grabbed the computer to check the daily
weather brief that Nick forwarded to us. A forecast of
low cloud and falling winds did not sound that great, but
my daily ritual of looking out the window proved an even
worse forecast. Drops of water on most objects, puddles
on the ground and water falling from the sky – not your
classic XC day. By 9am the day was cancelled.
We had an extended breakfast, talking the usual mix
of paragliding and paragliding, then decided to take a trip
to Plovdiv. The rain had stopped by this stage and a little
later there were a few sunny patches on the ground. The
car trip was interesting enough with the Opel’s boat-like
steering, funky clutch and lack of brakes. Gareth drove
there and I drove home, we both decided 90km/h was a
safe cruising speed – about half your average Bulgarian’s
cruising speed. We got overtaken a lot, mostly on blind
corners or with oncoming traffic, which seems to be the
way it’s done here.
The old parts of Plovdiv were really nice and we
spent a few hours wandering around being tourists.
There are some Roman ruins which have now been built
over with the main shopping street, and others that sit
next to a four lane highway. I guess this is the mix of
old and new you get when there has been thousands of
years of history. While we admired the ancient ruins and
modern consumerist sites, we couldn’t help but notice
how flyable the sky was: blue, nice clouds, not too much
wind. On returning home we heard it probably was a

After nearly two weeks here, finally this place shows its
potential. As soon as we arrived on the hill the wind was
up the face, cus formed on all the peaks in a nice blue sky
above the morning inversion… and a military jet buzzed
the ground very low in front of launch – but hey, this is
Bulgaria! Being a left hand turn day, it was certain we
were going to fly.
I decided to wait on launch until most pilots had
gone once again, just to gather my thoughts. I took off
with about 25 minutes to the start, straight into a solid
4m/sec, no, 5 up! Yes, proper thermals!
There was some pretty chunky air around before
the start, so I chose to fly without controls while taking
photographs. I ended up below the main gaggles at the
start, but still with plenty of height and a good position
to push on.
I had a good run to the first turnpoint and back to
launch, but missed a climb and ended up low-ish, taking
a while to climb back out to reconnect with the main
bunch. From there it was a fast run to the second and

Climbing out
Photo: Che Golus

Gliding in
Photo: Gareth Carter

third turnpoints, flying with Gareth most of the way.
Gareth took a better line at the last point, allowing him
to glide straight in while I spend time climbing again
before final glide. I came in 40-something overall with a
time of 3:38. It is pretty amazing to see so many pilots
fly a 129km triangular task in under four hours.

That’s more like it!
Gareth Carter: A 131km race to goal – the other way
around the valley: 3000m base, 5 to 6m/sec max with
mostly about 3 to 4m/sec, finished in three hours
36 minutes – now that’s more like it!

21 July – Angry Sky
Photo: Gareth Carter
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Early on the clouds looked good, a little later they were
big, vertical and growing quickly. The task committee
called a 80km task and at the briefing there was already

Task 4
October | November 2013
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2013 World Paragliding
Championship
Sopot, Bulgaria

In goal after 129km

Photo: Gareth Carter

I was slow mid-course, but took a good line to the
last turnpoint and hammered the sketchy final glide
with the leaders. Brian was just in front, but dirted
about 400m short, and KK was 20km short.

24 July – Three Strikes & Out

Che coming into goal

Lenticular clouds are usually not a great sign

After the previous day, I started to really get my hopes
up about the flying here and my chance to claw my way
back into a decent position. Unfortunately, the weather
had other ideas – or should I say the organisers had no
ideas? The following two days were epic-looking flying
days, but with wind over the back and no launch for the
competition field we were grounded. So frustrating!
On day 10, by the time we arrived at launch, base
must have been up around 3000m already, later in
the day I’m sure it was 3500m. The strong north wind
on a south facing range was the problem. A task of
somewhere around 120km was set, with a late start
time of 14:00 due to airspace restrictions.
A lot of sitting around followed, and as soon as
launch opened they start playing the ‘delay everything
by 20 minutes’ game – it was clear the northerly was not
going to drop and we were clearly on the wrong hill. With

Photo: Che Golus

no other launch to take the numbers of the field this
proved very frustrating and lost us a number of flyable
days in the comp. The US team’s shade tent was the
place to be to observe large dusties kick off in the flats.
I spent some time walking around taking photos,
finding an area facing into wind, it was clear to me that
conditions would not become safely launchable. A wind
tech decided to take off, however, the flight looked very
unpleasant and the day was swiftly cancelled.
The following two days were just as windy from over
the back. Quite a few pilots had good free flights from
the north facing launch at Beklemeto Pass.
Photo: Martin Scheel

26 July – Wrap Up

After five successful tasks, fizzling a bit at the end, the
French claimed first and second: Jeremy Lager is the
new World champion, Charles Cazaux in second, with
Italian Davide Cassetta in third. The women’s champion
is Klaudia Bulgakow from Poland, with Nicole Fedele in
second and Daria Krasnova in third. The teams event was
won by Italy, with France in second and the UK in third.
Thanks to everyone in the team – Brian Webb, Dave
Wainwright, Gareth Carter – and our fantastic team
leader Nick Scurlock. Dave Gibbs did a heap of work for
us behind the scenes before we left, Gavin Zahner did
the calendar and the uniform stuff, The NSWHPA and
HGFA for the financial support. And most of all a huge
thank you to my friends who supported me through
the entire journey.

Gareth Carter: Very interesting flying when we did fly, one extra turn in a
thermal could cost 30 places in the race – generally a strange mix of very
fast racing with very slow sections.
In this comp it didn’t pay to be out front, the guns were leaving 10 to
15 pilots in front to check conditions before committing to a line. Whoever
stuck to the gaggle was rewarded for consistency – a 60th place every
day basically meant a top 25 result. On the other hand, it was great to race
a 130km triangle task in three and a half hours with 107 pilots in goal and
130 over 110km! To finish in the top 50 on a task meant to really push
along, any off line or slow transition lost many places.
Thanks to the team for awesome company, to Gav for the spare
reserve, JJ for the flymaster and Louise for everything else!

Results
1 Jeremie Lager FRA, Niviuk Icepeak 6
2 Charles Cazaux FRA, Ozone ENZO
3 Davide Cassetta ITA, Niviuk Icepeak 6
71 Gareth Carter AUS, Niviuk Icepeak 6
114 Che Golus AUS, Niviuk Icepeak 6
117David Wainwright AUS, UP Trango XC2
137Brian Webb AUS, Niviuk IP6

4648
4562
4513
3150
2370
2297
1717

Women
1 (23) Klaudia Bulgakow POL, Niviuk Icepeak 6
2 (35) Seiko Fukuoka FRA, Niviuk Icepeak 6
3 (47) Nicole Fedele ITA, Niviuk Icepeak 6

3894
3701
3503

Teams
1
2
3
24
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Mountain flowers on launch
Photo: Che Golus
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France
Italy
Venezuela
Australia

Winner podiums
Photos: Martin Scheel
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Task 5: The view to the north
Photo: Che Golus
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Future Courses:

Left: Chevallum classroom

WM/Rotax Maintenance course – Western Australia
Venue: Exmouth, WA (only a couple of places left)
Date: 	Saturday and Sunday, 26 & 27 October 2013.
Venue: York, WA*
Date: Saturday and Sunday, 19 to 20 October 2013.
* Please note: The York course will only go ahead if we get
sufficient interest.

WM/Rotax Maintenance course – Victoria
Venue: Queenscliff, VIC
Date: Saturday and Sunday, 7 & 8 December 2013.

Well done!

Attention WM Flight Training Facilities

WM Maintenance:
Sunshine State
Chevallum Course

W

e still have quite a few CFIs out there who for
one reason or another have not yet completed
a WM/Rotax Maintenance course and are not
on our waiting list.
Once the new Operations Manual is issued and in
accordance with the MoU, you will need to have this
(HGFA) WM/Rotax Maintenance endorsement listed on
the back of your card if you wish to conduct maintenance

Held over the weekend 29 and 30 June 2013.
After being on our waiting list for a while, patiently waiting for
a course to come to South East Queensland, Roger contacted
us to see if he would be able to host a course at his property at
Chevallum, on the Sunshine Coast.
by Kev MacNally, HGFA Technical Officer

T

his was good news for us, as we had a few on
our waiting list for this area already and Roger
himself put the word out to call up more attendees
which quickly gave us the maximum of eight bookings.
However, for once, the weather wasn’t on our side, the
forecast not the sunshine we expected.

582 static synchronisation
10 SKYSAILOR

This meant that the four-stroke which was booked
in to be used for the practicals was unlikely to make
it to the course, so Carole and I trailered our own trike
down to the venue instead. Travelling down a day earlier
was not a problem, and enabled us to erect a makeshift
classroom and set up the equipment in the hangar the
evening before.
The course proceeded
the next morning, with
only four attendees,
consisting of three trike
owners and one threeaxis owner/builder, out
of an expected eight.
Despite these minor
setbacks, the course
went well, but proved
that pre-payment would
be necessary in future.
The weekend was
both wet and cold, but
fortunately, the rain held
off long enough on the
second day to enable us
to conduct the engine

These two-day courses are open to all and will cover
both, two-stroke and four-stroke, Rotax engines.
Please contact: Kev MacNally (HGFA WM Technical
Officer) via email: <kmacnally@bigpond.com> to
register your interest and for further details.

running part outside without getting either ourselves
or the equipment wet.
I thank Roger and Lisa for providing hot coffee
and surprising us all with delicious bacon and egg
sandwiches at lunchtime, as well as other nibbles
throughout the two days.
We also have an invitation to return to this venue,
which is great news. We would have no hesitation to
hold a second course at Roger’s venue as and when there
is enough interest in and around the Sunshine Coast/
South-East Queensland area again, but due to the very
short strip, we would ask people to trailer their trikes in.
Safe Flying.

Two-day courses covering
Line Maintenance requirements
for Weightshift Microlights,
including two-stroke and
four-stroke Rotax engines.
Classroom and practical
instruction for up to 8 people
per course.

Please contact Kev MacNally
on <kmacnally@bigpond.com>
with your details, if you
would like to be added to
our waiting list.

WM/Rotax Maintenance
attendance to date:
27

Have more than 8 people
interested? Contact me for
details of a seminar for up
to 20 people.

52
79
48
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advisable to book in for a course or ask to be added to our
waiting list, as our course contains relevant information
for both the beginner and the more experienced.
Please note: The 2008 Inspector Course which
culminated in the WM Inspector endorsement is not a
qualification to conduct maintenance and at the time
of submitting this article, we have nine people who are
now qualified for both.

HGFA WM/Rotax Maintenance Courses

Bettsometer test

➲ N umber attended the
2011/2012 seminars:
(those who attended both,
have been counted once only)
➲ Number attended maintenance courses:
➲ Total attendees:
➲ Number of WM/Rotax Maintenance
Endorsements attained:

on flying school aircraft. Failing this, you will have to call
in an HGFA WM/Rotax Maintenance endorsed person to
do it for you. As per the MoU with RAAus, this does not
include RAAus qualified people (L2 or LAME L2) as there
is no provision to cross-fly, or cross-maintain trikes
between the two organisations.
Owners will continue to be able to conduct their own
maintenance (on non flying school aircraft), however, it is

October | November 2013
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Kössen – Austria

numbers of pilots newly landed, their friends and others
quickly gather each day. The Fliegerbar is run by a
couple, long-term fliers themselves, who divide their
lives between Kössen and the Mornington Peninsular in
Victoria. Jenny Himberger is Australian and her Austrian
husband, Sepp, connect back to Australia as far as the
70s. We twigged when on greeting us in English, Sepp
dropped a ‘no worries, mate’ in after explaining the LZ.
Sepp did warn us to be aware of the foehn –
a southerly high altitude wind (wave) which can be
dangerous to local flying and is not always easy
to recognise, at least for those unfamiliar with it.
Apparently, it can come in in layers and is definitely not
to be messed with. In fact, an hour after I landed it was
quite clear that an upper wind, gradually reaching down
into the valley, was becoming a problem.
From Kössen you are also in reasonable reach of
several other Alpine flying sites, including Neuschwanstein and Garmisch, and there are any number of
sites around, even in Salzburg itself.
As well as the flying, there is a range
of activities, including plenty of bike paths
and walking tracks, in the area. From Kössen,
Salzburg is worth a visit and the mountains of
Berchtesgaden are on the route.
Unfortunately, our visit had to be fleeting,
so as I said, I hope to get back and do Kössen
justice another time!

In the pack-up area of the LZ. I think
that’s my backside towards the camera…

Okay, let me own up: I have only a little over an hour’s worth
of flying here. Negative paraweather and time set in…

by Graham Lee

Looking towards the town from take-off

A

The landing zone and Fliegerbar – note the flags!
12 SKYSAILOR

ctually, we nearly didn’t get to Kössen at all. We were buzzing along the road from Germany towards Linz in
Austria when Di shouted, “Stop, that’s the turn-off to Kössen and it’s only 13km away!”
Tell you what though, if things pan out, I will definitely be back one day – this is a fantastic place as the
locals tell you – and the whole place is set up in summer around flying! In fact, there are a number of significant
paragliding groups, including a major multi-brand test, repair and sales centre here.
You’ve probably seen the write-up in the cross-country directory
of world sites. Kössen is in the Austrian Tirol, about midway between
Innsbruck and Salzburg, but anyone visiting from Australia or NZ
would probably come via Munich, about 150km to the north.
Very close to town is the main LZ and the cable car to the huge
take-off, which is at N47.3642 and E12.2336. In fact, we parked
our mobile home, together with a couple of others, in the cable car
parking lot overnight. This seems to be fully acceptable, both here
and elsewhere in Europe, though we are always careful to ask. There
is also a rather nice campsite within walking distance. Talking of that
sort of thing, there are all sorts of ‘Zimmer frei’ (rooms to let) signs
and hotel possibilities as well as food places.
The popularity of the flying site is already clear early in the day as
parapilots line up to catch the cable car, for €12.50 one way, to the
top. Being a cheapskate, that hurt, but at about 700m above the LZ,
the launch really is a bit high to walk up with a parabag on your back!
Hangies too are catered for, though their gliders go up in a separate
chair lift glider tray which I did not see.
Once there, immediately above the cable car upper station, takeoff is huge with any range of heights and directions possible out into
the valley or the surrounding mountains. It also has the advantage
that once in the air, there is so much space to look for lift that the
crowding around launch is not a problem.
October | November 2013

Roadsign towards the ‘Fliegerbar’
– guess what’s important?
View from the landing field, past the Fliegerbar and up towards the take-off!

Most of my flying involves reverse inflations – I prefer
this method as it gives me the opportunity to check my
glider before committing. With thin unsheathed lines
which tend to knot this can be important, so I was a little
bothered to discover that due to the lack of wind up the
face I needed to do the run off thing. Quite a long run
before finally lifting off!
As so often, I quickly found bubbles of lift over
various parts of the hill, and once further out there were
localised thermals to about 3m/sec and often extending
out into the valley. One surprise was the lumpiness of
the bubbles which shook across the span of my glider
repeatedly – not to the level of collapses though, and
the locals had pointed out that there was some nasty
weather coming in.
The line of the river produced some lumpiness, but
while I was in the air the best initial lift was to the
right of launch over the hill slope and above the river
October | November 2013

Photos: Graham & Diane Lee

line. Further out, the lift
was on the other side
of the hill as thermals,
mostly too small across
to be really interesting,
though I did eventually
find a nice one which
appeared to be coming
off the area near the
town bridge.
The main LZ is
clearly visible from the
air, dominated by an
ancient parked Antonov
bi-plane, flags and the
open air ‘Fliegerbar’
which is a very popular
centre around which
SKYSAILOR
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Ecuador

Distance Record

I finally got time to fly Raul’s local site which he cleared here
in Bototilla, Ecuador. The take-off stands only 300m high, but
if you time it right, it works like a treat.
by Jonny Durand

I

was first to take off with Raul right behind me. As
I turned right, I was rewarded with a 600ft/min
climb to 1200m. I was told we needed 900m to make
the 5km crossing over the back of the mountain to the
next landings.
It was clear to me that a convergence was setting
up and was taking us well to the west of our chosen
flight path for the day. Raul started to head towards our
declared goal and I quickly wound down to escort him a
different way. We had no radios so I had to improvise.
Once I got Raul under my wing, he followed me along the
convergence line, stopping only for the best lift.
We took a path that no one else normally uses, apparently because there
aren’t lots of landing options, but still sufficient. I flew the whole way with Raul,
topping out to around 1700m maximum for the day. On one glide with me, Raul
turned around because he felt uncomfortable about the landings – soon after I hit
a 400ft/min climb back to cloudbase, giving me enough height to break the record
then fly back to the closest town so I could call for my retrieve.
When I landed, I was immediately surrounded by kids and fellow natives – all
super friendly. They lent me a telephone, brought me cold water and even posed
for pictures. They watched closely how I packed up my glider, then helped me
carry it to the main road which was only 100m away. One kid even wore a hang
gliding shirt – pretty amazing considering I landed where they had never seen
a hang glider before!
I was surprised how good the flying was here and it really reminded me
of the convergence days I get back home at my local site… It seems to me the
key factor for flying this place is to recognise and use the convergence line.
I have two more days here, let’s see if we can move the goal post even further.
I flew a straight line distance of 90.8km and a total distance of 106.9km
with some turnpoints. Full flight details are available at [www.paraglidingforum.
com/leonardo/flight/821874].
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Statistics
Test Pilot:
Franz Altmann
Conditions: 	Weak to strong alpine,
75km triangle XC
Certification:
EN-B
Tested Weight:
97kg
Size Tested:
26 (75 to 95:110kg)
V-trim:
37km/h
V-max:
50km/h

Review: Advance Epsilon 7

Advance fans had to endure a long dry waiting spell
for the new Epsilon 7. The frustration felt even by our
test pilot, however, was blown away once the glider
was in his hands…
courtesy of Thermik Magazine, translation Godfrey Wenness

Construction and Finish

When it comes to the finish I have to align myself with
the slogan of the famous automobile manufacturer with
the three-pointed star: “Only an Advance is an Advance.”
He who knows something about finish has no choice but
to agree: it doesn’t get much better. The attention to
detail is not seen with any other manufacturer, full stop.
On the construction side there are some notable
breaks in tradition relating to the cloth used and some
big leaps in the line system. This hybrid three-liner not
only brings more performance, but also weighs 1.3kg
less compared to the previous model. With 45 cells and
an aspect ratio of 5.15 it looks closer to a high end EN-A,
like the Ion2, than he mid-class EN-B the manufacturer
has placed it in.
Highly interesting is the extended weight range for
sizes 23 to 28 which provides fully certified acro and
dynamic flying for those who want it. The paramotor
certification is in process as well.

Epsilon 7

steadily and reliably. There is hardly any need to brake
the canopy and it stoically just wants to fly.

a negative point, however, as the glider allows you to
turn tightly in the core in any case.
If one re-centers by raising the outside brake until
the desired bank angle is established, the climb rate is
as good as for those who tend to use the inside brake
more for that, except without the need to be the ‘Hulk’.
There is enough energy to make fine adjustments
enabling quick re-centring. It confirms again that he who
maintains inside brake position also stays in the turn.
I used the accelerator on the first big valley crossing.
The pressure was relatively light, the top speed good
and one could even fly through quite rough air. The
reliability of the Epsilon showed again as I flew through
many a strong lee-side originating thermal.
After two hours, I was very happy with my choice
of glider for the day as I flew with high ground speed
and a bad feeling in my stomach, deep into a lee-side
area. After 4 to 5m/s of sink, I hit a strong climb that
was triggering directly from the hill side, resulting in
some big un-weighted moments. Even then the Epsilon
showed fine form as not even the roughest rodeo
thermals unsettled it – it flew its turns solidly above

Flight Characteristics

I took off into my usual house thermal, which was in
the lee of the valley wind and thus expected to be quite
rough, and after a few wide searching turns, I flew into
the core and the vario beeped away like crazy. The glider
felt tight and I expected some hard reactions, but the
exact opposite was the case – it felt like it ought to
get much rougher, yet the Epsilon just sat there quite
sedately. It felt as if no lee-side thermal would take
it out of its comfort zone.
Over the back to another ridge and for the next hour
I was flying with some other Bs. Being heavier on this
glider didn’t seem to affect the sink rate even during

me, stayed in the core of the thermal and gave feedback
about the air it was in through the varying brake
pressures. The reaction of the canopy to rough air
was minimal and, above all, the pitch dampening was
remarkable – nothing could unsettle it. I didn’t have any
collapses during the test flight and provoked ones were
well behaved, more typical for the lower end of the B
class. Even fully accelerated I could hardly get it to turn
more than 90 degrees!
It is worth flying the Epsilon with a weightshift
harness: It reacts well and tight turns are noticeably
easier to pilot. My test flight was with an Advance
Axess3, and it was the perfect combination – with a
fully wide open chest strap, the handling was more than
enough, yet still provided a relaxed feel.
Big Ears is easy with the split A-risers, efficient and
like everything else on the Epsilon, without any issues.
To achieve decent sink rates it’s best to use them in
combination with the speed system.
The Spiral Dive is as it should be for those with less
experience – slow to initiate and easy to control. The
exit requires no special inputs.

In Summary

The manufacturer describes the Epsilon 7 as a wide
ranging ‘Leisure Intermediate’. This hits the nail on the
head – the Epsilon provides everything a B class pilot
needs and adds a well above average portion of safety
and reliable feeling characteristics as well. The famous
Swiss paragliding photographe,r Andy Busslinger, makes
the point, “For two years now I haven’t mounted a camera
in a glider. With this glider I can once again test all sorts
of mounting positions as for this I need a glider which is
stable and easy to control in turbulent conditions.”

More information: [www.advance.ch], Australian
importer: Manilla Paragliding, <Godfrey@flymanilla.
com> or phone 02 6785 6545.

Greg Allen flying the new Epsilon 7 near Lake Keepit

some nervy light scratching – this Epsilon actually climbs
really well!
For my liking, I could do with a touch more feedback
and agility, but the counter for this is that the Epsilon
flies smoothly and with great stability. I can’t say it’s

Photos: Courtesy Aerogliss

Launching

The very few lines (3A, 3B, 4C) allow themselves to
be sorted easily, although I need to take care with the
upper gallery so they don’t pester me later. Like its
predecessors, this Swiss intermediate inflates and rises
16 SKYSAILOR

Greg Allen test flying the new
Epsilon 7 over Manilla flatlands
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Stanwell Park

Coastal Paradise

U

ndoubtedly one of the most scenic of flying sites, it has often been accused
of also being over-regulated. This may be so, but there are valid reasons for
this, primarily as a result of a report handed down by a coroner’s inquest
following a double fatality in 2000.
Also the landowner, Wollongong City Council, and to a lesser extent National
Parks and Wildlife, have imposed a number of rules on the club which we must
adhere to and to which our licence to operate there is conditional. It was the
landowner who required the club to take out $20M insurance cover, three years
before the HGFA standardised the coverage.
Finally, it is a public scenic look-out and it is quite common for three or
four coach loads of tourists to arrive simultaneously with 100 to 150 eager
sightseers. A number of multi-language signs were recently designed and
purchased to assist in crowd control and make the duty pilots task a little easier.
On a nice summer’s day, crowds on the hill can easily exceed 500 at any given time
and it is the responsibility of the club to ensure the safety and well-being of these
visitors as well as that of pilots and club members.
In recent years we have seen clubs in
NSW and other states lose their rights
to use sites due to the disregard of site
rules by a small number of irresponsible
pilots. SPHGPC will take any steps
necessary to ensure that this does not
occur at Bald Hill.
The most important of our site
rules is that markers (witches hats)
and warning signs must be in place on
launch and landing areas prior to flight
operations. Even if top landing, markers
must be in place on the beach.
This rule is NOT NEGOTIABLE.

The Stanwell Park Hang Gliding and Paragliding Club
(SPHGPC) has as its slogan ‘Australia’s premier coastal flying
site’. Some may dispute that it is the best, but cannot deny
that it was certainly the first, with a heritage of free flight
stretching back to Lawrence Hargrave’s flights of 1894. Hang
gliding flights have taken place here since the mid-1970s and
paragliding started here in the 1980s.
by Peter Ffrench
18 SKYSAILOR
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Stanwell Park, NSW
Photo: Tony Sandeberg
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Stanwell Park

Photo: Tony Sandeberg

Coastal Paradise

With six CFIs and any number of flying tragics, you
will always find someone on the hill who can assist
with local knowledge and conditions on the day. Some
of these pilots have over 20 or 30 years experience at
the site and will be happy to assist a newcomer or low
airtime pilot – so always check with the duty pilot or a
senior club member before flying.
Remember, if none of the locals are flying, there is
probably a very good reason.
The site takes SW to ENE and conditions can be
checked by clicking on the live weather icon on the club
website.
On a good day, flights in excess of 30km out and
return can be made to the south and over 20km to the
north. Recently a hang glider pilot flew down the coast
and then inland to Sutton Forest for a distance of close
to 100km and regards greater distances as achievable.
A good day can also be a very crowded day with a
big mix of hang gliders and paragliders, sometimes in
close proximity to each other. If it is your first time to
Stanwell, or if you feel uncomfortable with the amount
of traffic, then check with the duty pilot or a senior club
pilot before venturing into the air.
After an epic day in the air, it is always nice to sit
back, relax and swap tales of outstanding airmanship
with other pilots over a cold beer,and this happens on a
regular basis at the local Workers Club. Visiting pilots are
welcome to come along and join in the camraderie that is
such a vital part of our sport.
Stanwell Park is a beautiful flying site and you can
help to keep it so by obeying the site rules, ensuring that
your membership to the HGFA and SPHGPC are current
and that you fly safe.

Photo: Tony Sandeberg

Stanwell, 1982
Photo: Mark Mitsos

Other site rules do apply and can be seen on the club website [www.flystanwell.com]
and on prominent signs at both launch areas (south and east) and the beach landing area.
Membership fees are set at $20 per year and shortly a visiting pilot fee of $10 for
interstate and overseas pilots will be introduced. All pilots are encouraged to take out or
renew their memberships online.
Pilots with membership in a club with NSWHPA affiliation are welcomed without a fee,
but are asked to register with the club as an associate member on the club website.
HGFA membership is mandatory for all pilots and will be subject to random checks.
Stanwell Park is an intermediate rated site and is generally a very safe site to fly, but
as with any coastal site, conditions can change in the wink of an eye. Variations in wind
direction and strength can occur quite quickly and dramatically, so it is vital to keep an eye
on the ocean surface for any changes. White caps on the water should prompt pilots to
re-evaluate their flight plans.
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A Novice’s
View Of Gliding

W

herever I have travelled with my paraglider (TAS, NSW, SEQ and FNQ),
I have encountered really friendly and helpful people who are not
only willing to share their local sites (as long as you become a club
member – fair enough!), but also to invest in the personal and professional
development of other pilots. I have only really seen this level of acceptance and
support among cruising sailors. I suspect this is partly because sound advice
and guidance from more experienced operators can actually be lifesaving – but
also because it is fundamentally a non-competitive environment. This is not to
say that a bit a friendly competition is a bad thing, but, perhaps more than most
people, sailors and pilots realise that in the end we are only measured by our
decisions – not by other people’s opinions.
How lucky are we to be a part of something that hones our decisionmaking
simply because it is so important to get it right?
How lucky are we to be focussed and mindful in our recreation, free of
engines and the distraction of others around us? That moment when you are
evaluating a launch or making choices for landing, looking down on this earth
in silence… magic moments that hang in your mind for a long time after your
return to earth and safety.
How lucky are we to realise the dream of many human beings? Not only to
fly, but unassisted by a motor – more like a bird, using instinctual movements
to soar effortlessly and then be able to swoop down and alight gracefully on
a single branch.
How lucky are we to ride on the shoulders of the pioneers before us? To be
able to select a wing to match our ability and explore our own limits in the sky.
I still ridge soar, but am interested in taking opportunities to thermal.
Finding people willing to teach more advanced skills is never a problem, and if it
ever went terribly wrong, I would only have myself to blame. As a family man,
I can understand that gliding may be seen as a very selfish thing to do – but I
actually believe it helps to sustain a free spirit by balancing other sacrifices we
have to make. In the end, one can say, “He was doing what he loved!”
How lucky are we to afford the sport of gliding? For the cost of a very small
sailing boat you can be well trained, kitted up and ready to soar! It’s not only
the cheapest, but also the purest and most portable form of aviation – I reckon
being able to foot launch from my local hill is just gold!
Being energised by these experiences, I think we can re-engage more
deeply with our friends and family – not only through the adventure stories and
our different perspective, also through something perhaps increasingly rare in
today’s society: a feeling of aliveness and gratitude.

After two years as a restricted PG pilot, without any wild
adventure stories to tell or special skills to share – I would like
to add some comments about this amazing community of sky
sailors and the unparalleled joy, simplicity and freedom that our
sport offers us.
by Jonathan Goss

Bombing out
Photo: Jonathan Goss
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News

Safety Directive
Aeros Combat Hang Gliders

Following is an important safety directive
from Aeros to hang glider pilots:
Background: We have received reports of
two in-flight crossbeam failures on our
latest Combat glider models. Fortunately,
both pilots remained unharmed.
The first accident happened on 2
August 2013, and while the investigation
was still under way, we received news about a similar
accident on 8 August.
Both accidents happened during level flight at
moderate speed in more or less calm weather (normal
flight load). Both crossbeams broke in the same place
following a very similar pattern. Both gliders were not
new and had between 40 and 60 flights, some of these
flights in far worse conditions. Both failed crossbeams
had passed the factory load test.
After a thorough investigation by representatives of
Aeros together with representatives of the crossbeam
manufacturer, based on both accident reports and a
personal check of one of the gliders, the reason of this
structural failure has been discovered. Both cases were
caused by an infrequent manufacturing defect that
went undetected by our quality control system.
Scope: This Safety Directive covers all Combat hang
gliders with a carbon crossbeam manufactured in 2011,
2012 and 2013.
Compliance: To avoid any further incidents, we strongly
recommend to STOP FLYING all Aeros Combat hang gliders
manufactured between 2011 and 2013 until their
crossbeams are inspected by our authorised dealers.
Please contact the Aeros dealer nearest to you for a
carbon crossbeam inspection on your Combat hang glider.
All Aeros hang glider dealers will receive detailed
instructions for the crossbeam inspection and testing.
These procedures will allow us to locate any further
similar defects in the crossbeams and fully exclude
similar failures on the re-tested pieces. The same
additional test procedures will also be immediately
implemented in our production process.
COMPLIANCE IS MANDATORY AND HAS
TO BE ACHIEVED BEFORE THE NEXT FLIGHT!
Any questions can be directed to Aeros at
<aerosint@aerosint.kiev.ua>. Fly safe!
[www.aeros.com.ua]

Clockwise from top left: US Nationals, British Nationals,
Belgian and Catalan Open and British Nats Champion

2013! Full results at [www.soaringspot.com/usn2013/
results/flex/total/day7.html].
Pre-Worlds Arangoiti 2013
Back to Spain: Great weather with seven tasks from
seven. Huge congratulations to all our Moyes Boys and
Girls at the Pre-European Championships in Spain. Six in
the top 10: Second Elio Cataldi RX4, 3rd Jochen Zeischka
RX4, 4th Gerd Doenhuber RX3.5, 6th Antoine Boisselier
RX3.5, 7th Tom Weissenberger RS3.5, 8th Seppi
Salvenmoser RX3.5 and Alexandra Serebrennikova 1st
woman on her LSS3. Results at [www.arangoiti2014.
com/en/competition/results].
Brasilia 2013
Finally, congratulations to Andre Wolf and Jonny Durand
for 1st and 2nd, both on the RX3.5 – Brasilia turned it on
again with seven days from seven. Full results at [www.
abvl.com.br/].
Vicki Cain, Moyes

FAI News

Conrad Loten recognised with FAI Medal

The FAI has awarded the Pepe Lopes Hang Gliding Medal
to HGFA member Conrad Loten. The Pepe Lopes HG Medal

is awarded to a person for a selfless act of humanitarian
sportsmanship.
Conrad Loten went to the assistance of a HG pilot
who had crashed into the side of a cliff, was hanging and
in need of emergency medical assistance. Emergency
Service personnel arrived, but considered it too risky
to go to the immediate assistance of the pilot without
additional equipment. Conrad is a medical doctor and
identified that immediate assistance was required and a
delay would likely cause the pilot’s death. He selflessly
placed himself at risk, climbed down the cliff face and
rendered the required medical assistance.
HGFA member Stephen Blenkinsop was the first
recipient of the Pepe Lopes HG Medal. The Medal was
created and awarded to Stephen for landing in very
difficult and dangerous terrain to lend assistance to
Pepe Lopes, a Brazilian pilot who had crash landed
in difficult terrain. Stephen selflessly abandoned the
task and score for the day and put himself at risk to
help Pepe. Sadly, Pepe had been killed. Returning to
comp flying after many years absence, Stephen, at 57,
represented Australia at the last HG Worlds at Forbes.
John Twomey, HGFA Operations Manager

Product News
777’s new ENC Queen

Triple Seven have successfully certified a new ENC glider,
the Queen, in the medium size 80 to 108kg weight
range. The S and L sizes are currently finalising the
certification process and will be available soon.
The Queen has been designed for ENC class-leading
performance with comfort in strong conditions to
allow pilots to make the most of the glider and the
conditions the day has to offer. Queen borrows from
two-liner construction to deliver reduced line length and
performance and is available in four colours for order or
demo from [www.higheratmosphere.com].
Matthew Cage

Moyes Competition Results
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777 Queen

Paraglider Flotation Vest

I was motivated by recent accidents to make a suitable
safety product for free flyers. Made in Australia, these
vest were initially designed for PPG and are now also
available for paraglider pilots.
The 2Bsure is a two-piece vest fitted to the shoulder
straps of a paraglider harness and is designed to not
interfere with the reserve bridal. Each half of the vest
has its own inflation unit and comes in a manual or
automatic system. The pair equals twice the flotation
found in a standard 150N life jacket.
Also available is a larger 2Bsure XL two-piece device
for hang glider and powered hang glider application
which fits onto the uprights of a glider. This system has
six times the flotation of a normal life vest.
Each 2Bsure has three
attachment options, with
Velcro straps on the back,
webbing at each end which
can be trimmed to suit and
pockets on the back for
cable ties if required.
More information at
[powerfloat.com.au] or ph:
0418 753220.
Ben Darke

Protect your investment with the all new design Gin
concertina bag. Folding your wing using the concertina
method maintains optimum performance and inflation charactertistics by maintaining the shape of the
leading edge and by minimising panel
stretching and fabric abrasion.
There is an integrated
pocket to secure the
risers. Alternatively,
the risers can be
left attached to your
harnesses. A flap system
with buckles along 2/3rds of
the length holds the wing in place neatly and integrated
straps secure the folded bag.
High quality materials are used throughout, chosen
for their durability and light weight. Mesh is used along
the sides of the bag to promote airflow and to keep your
glider as dry as possible.
Size: 3.0m (fits most solo gliders/2.55m – for high
aspect comp wings), colour: red, weight: 420g (2.5m)/
460g (3.0m), price: $99.
Fast packing bag
(Stuff sack) light
An all new light-but-durable
version of the paragliding fast packing
bag, for convenient and easy packing at the
flying site, with two shoulder straps for easy
carrying. Weight: 750g, price: $95.
Both available from Paragliding Queensland [www.
pgqld.com.au].
Phil Hystek, Paragliding Queensland

Apco Force SP (Sport)

Following market feedback, Apco felt the time was right
for a different interpretation: A crisp, rigid wing with
direct, immediate handling, cutting the air effortlessly
and turning on a dime with great precision – that’s what
was needed.
The answer is Force SP. Born from Force, a sporty
version, tuned for extra joy. Same amazing launch and
stability, same well-built, robust chute, same highly
recognisable colour design dressed in new colours. On top

Apco Force SP

of this, the Force SP package generates excitement and
happy smiles for anyone who wants a ‘spiced up’ Force.
The design brief for Force SP was to inject NRG genes into
the Force to create a new blend – Force with NRG flavour.
Force and Force SP will be produced side by side.
There will always be different pilots, different tastes and
different flying philosophies and we now cater to all – the
choice is yours.
Force SP is ready in two sizes, S and M. A large size
will follow. Force SP shares the certification with Force.
Additional in-house test flight sequence (as per LTF
23/05 Part 4.3 paramotor certification requirements)
was successfully completed.
Force SP uses only three rows of
bottom lines, drastically reducing
overall line length and drag.
Unsheathed Dyneema and Vectran
lines further minimalise drag. For the
bottom gallery sheathed lines are used.
Force and Force SP are purpose designed wings
for different styles of flying. The SP is designed for
agility, stability and performance, fast cruising over long
distances while retaining comfortable, relaxing feel with
no need for pilot intervention. The Force is a classic
blend of performance, aimed at XC flying, handling rough
air with minimum pilot input. Both are easy to launch
and land, allowing for equally low take off speed and
faultless flare. The legendary stability of Force and its
ability to independently float overhead at launch are also
passed onto Force SP. More at [www.apcoaviation.com/
DL/ForceSP/index.html].
Apco Aviation

Mac Para
Harness Manix

Competition News
Congratulations to our Moyes Boys for their results at
the Belgian and Catalan Open: 1st Gordon Rigg, (UK) and
3rd Glen McFarlane (Aus), both flying RX3.5. Full results
at [www.belgianandcatalanopen.org/].
2013 British Hang Gliding Nationals and Ager Open
After six flying days from seven and some ggreat
flying, congratulations to Grant Crossingham, British
National Champion 2013! Also to Glen McFarlane (Aus)
for second place. Full results at [http://bhgcresults.
wikidot.com/2013-nationals:flexwing-all-tasks].
Attila Bertok is US Nationals Champion 2013!
Attila remains undefeated in his third competition at
Big Spring, Texas – seven days from seven! Pre-Worlds
2006, World Champion 2007, US Nationals Champion

All new Gin Concertina Bag

Join´t 3–S Skywalk Tandem Now With EN/LTF-B

The initial feedback from the ‘big’ Join`t 3 size sounds like the Skywalk crew have done their job well! Professionals can
appreciate the excellent launch performance and all pilots are impressed by the direct, smooth handling.
As announced previously, Skywalk is now adding another model to the line-up – the ‘little’ Join’t 3 S. Now the
lightweights are also perfectly served with a launch weight range of 100kg to 200kg.
Naturally, the smaller Join’t 3 is also equipped with Rigid Foils for excellent inflation, as well as the new brake
gathering system for precise handling. The clever material mix allows for a robust, yet still light wing is once again
implemented in the small Join’t 3. More at [www.skywalk.info].
<info@skywalk.org>
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The Manix is
Mac Para’s new
generation, very
comfortable
harness, replacing
the Goya 2. A
changed design and numerous upgrades make this
harness lighter and more attractive. Padded back and
shoulder straps are ideal for a relaxed sitting position
in flight.
Manix’s design allows for free movement during take
off. Available sizes: S (<165cm), M (165 to 175cm), L
(175 to 185cm), XL (>185).
Petr <petr.recek@macpara.cz>

Nova Mentor Certified In All Five Sizes

Mentor 3 has passed certification test
flights in all sizes, receiving an EN-B, now
covering a total weight range from 60 to
130kg. More technical data at [http://
nova-wings.com/english/products/glider/
mentor_3/technical_data.html].
The size XXS flown at 60kg (minimum
weight) already performs – at Nova, the
minimum weight not only passes the tests,
but is actually an appropriate size to have
fun and fly XC.
Till & the Nova Team
Photo: Nova / Thomas Defner
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Review: SPOT 2, DeLorme InReach, SPOT

Connect, ACR ResQLink & 'Find My Friends'

Over the past few years, I don’t know how many times I’ve heard someone say what a good idea
it would be to ‘get a SPOT’.
by Matt Gerdes (first appeared in July 2013 issue of ‘United States Hang Gliding and Paragliding Magazine’)

L

aunched in 2007, the ad campaign for the original
SPOT introduced many outdoor sports enthusiasts
to the concept of emergency satellite messaging
devices. Yet more than five years later, a lack of understanding remains of how these devices work. When
I began researching devices for my own use, I was
struck by the variety of options available and, even
though often perceived as a single category; upon closer
inspection, they were clearly very different.
To understand the available options, we first have to
understand the satellite constellations and emergency
support networks for each device. Currently, there are
three major systems:
1. COSPAS/SARSAT, non-profit network which supports
PLBs (the ACR ResQLink in this review)
This satellite constellation is the largest and most
complete, and essentially military. It provides satellite
support used for Emergency Position Indicating Radio
Beacons (EPIRBs), designed exclusively for marine use,
for more than 30 years. Over 33,000 people worldwide
have been rescued as a result of this network since the
program’s inception. COSPAS/SARSAT now also supports
PLBs, which are essentially EPIRBs for land-lubbers. It is
very important to understand that a PLB is not a SPOT!
This network covers the entire planet.
2. GlobalStar, a for-profit communications network which
supports the SPOT devices in this review:
Globalstar Corp. launched 52 satellites by 2000 to support a satellite phone communication network. It currently does not cover polar regions or sub-Saharan Africa.
A series of problems with satellites from its first
constellation launch was supposedly addressed in 2011

GlobalStar
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and 2012 with the launch of additional satellites, but the
total efficacy of the current network is still questioned.
3. Iridium, a for-profit communications network which
supports the DeLorme InReach
The Iridium network contains approximately 77
satellites which cover the entire planet including polar
regions. Its track record over the past five to six years
has been less blemished than that of Globalstar’s, but
whether it still outperforms Globalstar is a matter of
debate. (For the record, the Iridium-supported device
we tested worked more often than the Globalstarsupported devices.)
Now that we have a basic understanding of the
satellite systems, let’s talk devices:

PLBs (ACR ResQLink)
A PLB does not require a paid annual subscription to send
an SOS message. It transmits an SOS message with GPS
coordinates via satellite and, in addition to that, emits a
homing signal on the 121.5 MHz emergency frequency,
at a power level 5 to 10 times higher than a SEND (SPOT
or InReach) device. Furthermore, the PLB is much more
likely to acquire the satellites necessary for a GPS
coordinate lock than a SEND device.
A PLB emitting a distress signal in these two
manners absolutely represents your best chance of
being located and, at this most basic level, is a better
device than anything operating on Globalstar or Iridium.
That’s to say, when it comes down to you pressing that
SOS button, a transmitting PLB is far more likely to get
you rescued than a SEND device. Don’t forget this.

SEND (Satellite Emergency Notification
Devices) – SPOT
& DeLorme
These devices require a paid annual
or monthly subscription and transmit
on a higher frequency (1610 MHz)
to a commercial Rescue Coordination
Center operated by Globalstar or
Iridium. If you don’t pay, you don’t
get rescued.
If all I cared about was getting
rescued when I pressed the SOS
button, I would not have written this
review because choosing a PLB instead
of a SPOT would be a no-brainer, but
it’s more complex than that and the
additional features available with the
SPOT and DeLorme devices reviewed
here make them worth considering.

SEND devices transmit your GPS coordinate location
only and not all of the time. The SPOT 2 transmits
its signal at 1/10th of the strength of the ResQLink,
and there have been many documented cases of the
SPOT 2 not transmitting an SOS successfully and/or
transmitting an SOS message without a GPS lock –
which tells authorities and your contacts that you’re
in trouble, but not where you are. SEND devices do not
emit the additional homing signal on 121.5 MHz. Also,
the 5 watt 406 MHz PLB signal emitted by a PLB can be
used by rescuers to establish an approximate location,
whereas the SEND device’s less powerful signal cannot
be used in that way. If your SEND device can’t get your
GPS coordinates out due to line of sight obstructions,
you’ll wish that you’d bought a PLB instead.
In summary, in pure SOS terms, a PLB such as the ACR
ResQLink is a superior choice. SEND devices offer some
interesting and useful additional features, but read on
to find out which device is best for you.

Essential Questions With
Device Summaries:

1. W
 ill it successfully transmit an SOS when you need it to
most? What if you are unconscious?
For SOS functionality, the long track record and dual
transmission power together with the COSPAS/SARSAT
satellite network make the ACR ResQLink the clear
winner. Virtually any PLB will perform better in this
capacity than the SEND devices we tested here.
However, there is a possible theoretical advantage
for devices which offer tracking (SPOT 2 & Connect and
InReach). In my case, if I’m going wingsuit BASE jumping
or paragliding, I can initiate tracking before launch and
in the event of a crash with loss of consciousness, there
remains a chance I can be found without having to press
the SOS button. Neveretheless, there are two major
caveats here:
➲➲ If I crash in dense trees or in a canyon and end
up lying on my device, it very likely will not work,
based on my testing and many reported SPOT-fail
incidents. They really mean ‘Give clear view to sky’
as per manual of each device. Even a small amount
of backpack material or light forest coverage can
prevent a successful GPS coordinate lock.
➲➲ In this case, someone has to immediately recognise
that you’re in trouble and get the coordinates from
your shared map page to organise the rescue. This
will likely take time, but make body recoveries easier.
2. Ease of use: Can anyone pick it up and use it if needed?
Out of all of the devices, the ACR has the clearest and
simplest instructions for initiating an SOS. The SPOT 2
comes in second, but the InReach has the most thorough
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instruction label on the device. The SPOT Connect scores
a ‘Zero’ in this category.
3. What are your priorities: Messaging, rescue, tracking?
If messaging is the most important feature for you,
the In Reach is by far the winner and beats the SPOT
Connect by a large margin. If you want the ability to
send one simple pre-defined check-in message which
isn’t of crucial importance (a significant percentage of
SPOT 2 messages I sent failed), then the SPOT 2 is a
contender. For tracking, all three of the above functioned
adequately with the InReach slightly ahead. Finally, if you
just want the best SOS functionality, then the ResQLink
is clearly the device to choose.
In summary, the InReach describes itself as a ‘twoway satellite communicator’ and lives up to this. You
can indeed communicate via satellites and it also has a
SOS feature.
The SPOT devices are advertised as ‘satellite
messengers’ and in the case of the Connect, a ‘satellite
communicator’ (one-way only). In fairness, you can get
some messages out to your contacts, sometimes.
Only the ACR ResQLink’s description truly inspires
confidence that it is a real emergency device – ‘Personal
Locator Beacon’ is an accurate summary. A PLB’s chief
feature is getting you found in an emergency and it does
this better than SEND devices – important to remember.
4. What is the initial and annual (minimum/ideal) cost?
Here’s a table (based on operation in USA/US$):
Device
Initial Annual
		Minimum

Annual
Ideal

SPOT
$119 $99	$163 (min. plus tracking & insurance)
SPOT Connect $169 $99	$163 (min. plus tracking & insurance)
DeLorme InReach $249 $120	$160 (4 months) or $300 (incl.
unlimited tracking & predefined
messages, plus 40 custom text
messages/month)

ResQLink

$269 $0* 	
$0 (but 5 year battery costs $150
to replace, so 30/year minimum)

FindMyFriends

0

0

0

* plus 5 year battery costs $150 to replace

Device Reviews
SPOT 2 (pretty average)

The SPOT 2 is probably the bestselling of the three
devices we tested. I believe this is mainly the result
of SPOT having launched the most aggressive and
widespread marketing campaign in the US and not the
result of it being the best product available. Originally,
I was on the verge of purchasing a SPOT 2 based on the
fact that most of my friends have and use it, but I was
intrigued by the number of failed messages people were
reporting. I frequently heard friends say their messages
didn’t send, which struck me as an odd quirk for a
product meant to increase personal safety by sending
messages. Thus, my research began and it didn’t take
long to find documented cases of the SPOT 2 failing in
emergency situations.
When you receive your SPOT 2, the instructions make
it perfectly clear that you’ll need to buy a subscription
for it to work. Paying for and setting this up is the first
thing that you’ll do.
The set-up process was relatively painless. Create
an account, pay and activate. You have several service
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options, see the cost table for details. That out of
the way, I was ready to start using my SPOT 2. At the
time, I was shipwrecked on Guana Cay in the Bahamas…
Okay, not exactly shipwrecked or in any sort of SOS
situation. I decided to send a simple message to myself
and my contacts through the ‘message” button. One
minute later – nothing, five minutes later – nada. So I
pressed it again. Another 10 minutes went by with no
messages. The light blinked green, I supposedly had
satellites in view, but it took another 45 minutes for
one message to show up. Over the course of my testing,
the SPOT seemed to successfully complete about 70%
of the message-send attempts, at best. All in all, not
impressive. Globalstar’s satellite network is rumoured
to be improved since 2011, but the SPOT 2 consistently
took longer to send messages than the InReach, which
operates on the Iridium network. Whether this was a
question of device functionality (the InReach transmits
at 1.6 instead of 0.4 watts for the SPOT 2) or satellite
coverage, we can’t know.
We used the Spot 2 side by side with the InReach
throughout the test, recording the time needed for
standalone messages to be received by contacts and
confirmed as sent. The InReach messages were received
faster than the Spot 2 messages about 60% of the time,
with the InReach messages either confirmed as failed or
received within 20 minutes almost every time. The Spot
2 messages at times confirmed as failed only 45 minutes
after the send attempt and were sometimes received
more than two hours after the initial send. Testing
these two devices side by side in standalone mode is
the ‘apples to apples” test, but it’s only fair to mention
that the InReach, when paired with a smartphone, allows
the user to watch the progress of the message send on
the phone with a clear visual confirmation of it being
sent – successfully or not. This is a lot nicer than trying
to decipher the blinking lights on the Spot 2, wondering
if the message was sent or not. Since the chief feature
of the Spot 2 is its ability to send messages to your
contacts and the InReach performs message sending
so much better, the InReach is clearly a superior device
for this purpose. Again, if SOS functionality is your main
priority, we recommend the ResQLink.
A popular anecdote illustrating a drawback of the
Spot 2 (and any satellite messenger device which
performs with less than 100% consistency) is that if
your contacts are expecting to receive ‘OK’ messages
from you, then not receiving them is almost a guaranteed
source of stress. If your
family or significant
other is expecting to
receive ‘OK’ messages
at a certain frequency
and then do not, it
could cause them to
raise an unnecessary
alarm. There are many
reported cases of this
documented by rescue
services and many
stories of a messaging
device causing, and not

In A Nutshell
➲➲ The ACR ResQLink is the winner for people who put
priority on an effective SOS transmission
➲➲ The DeLorme InReach was by far the most featurerich device and is a clear winner in the messaging
and maps category
➲➲ The SPOT 2 is a small and light option with limited
messaging and less power than the InReach
➲➲ The SPOT Connect is not worth considering in the
face of the competition
alleviating, stress for people who are tracking the
progress of the user.
If you are using the Spot 2 to reassure your contacts
that you are akay on an hourly/daily basis, then be sure
that everyone fully understands the limitations of the
device and establish a clear understanding of what it
could mean if the messages are not received.
You might have already seen your friend’s SPOT
messages on facebook, checking in. My newsfeed
frequently features notices from friends who landed
okay, or checked in while ski-touring or BASE jumping.
The SPOT 2 only allows one pre-defined message
though, which is usually some form of ‘I’m fine’. The
InReach, in contrast, allows you to send three different
custom pre-defined messages – a big advantage if predefined messages are useful to you.
The tracking function requires an additional subscription and allows you to create shared map pages on
which your friends and family can track your progress.
This is a fun and useful feature which could be just as
valuable as the messaging ability to many users.
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In the hand, the SPOT 2 is small and light and much
sleeker than the other devices we tested. The buttons
themselves blink red or green depending on whether or
not what you’re doing is working, and there is a simple
satellite coverage indicator light. The SOS button is
protected by a small plastic clip-on cover, which requires
an ungloved two-hand approach to release and access
the button beneath. If you can’t get your fingernail
under the edge of the cover, you’ll have to use a tool.
In addition to the SOS function, the SPOT 2 also
features a ‘Spot Assist’ button which notifies your
contacts that you are in a non-life-threatening situation
but need help. You can also subscribe to the SPOT Assist
program which will get your message sent to land or
marine based assistance services. This would in theory
be used in an ‘out of gas in the desert’ situation instead
of an ‘arm crushed under rock in desert’ situation.
At first this seemed a bit cheesy compared to the
seriousness of a beacon’s intended true purpose, but it
could be a nice feature in a situation where your phone
doesn’t work and it’s not life and death, but you could
really use a hand. That said, the InReach’s two-way text
message system tops the Spot Assist, in my opinion.
Final note: I’ve been to the Arctic and to Sub-Saharan
Africa four times in the past few years and the SPOT 2
would not have worked in any of those places. If these
regions are on your bucket list, overlook the SPOTs.
Pros: compact and light-weight ergonomic design
Cons: 	message-send performance was sub-par,
no smartphone interface, SOS access and cover
flap requires bare fingernails or a tool,
0.4 watt transmission power, Globalstar satellite
constellation is arguably less effective than
Iridium or COSPAS/SARSAT and definitely covers
less of the planet, not as effective as a PLB in
life-threatening situations

DeLorme InReach (Editor’s Pick)
Like the SPOT 2, the InReach operates on a commercial
satellite network and requires a subscription to function.
Setting it up was not significantly different from the
SPOT 2, but the DeLorme website is generally easier to
navigate and the user account space is more intuitive.
The DeLorme can be used as a standalone device a’la
SPOT, or it can be paired with your smartphone, which is
where it really shines. Contrary to the Spot Connect, the
In Reach paired with my phone immediately first time,
and automatically every time after that.
As standalone, even without the smartphone pairing,
the InReach can still send three different custom predefined messages to your contacts. Instead of just sending
an ‘OK’ message, you can choose between messages
which broadcast your need for a ride, announcement
you’re about to launch/depart/drop-in/whatever or a
‘meet me here’ to your contacts. Basically, if you like the
‘OK message’ feature of the SPOT 2, then you’ll love being
able to send three different messages with the InReach.
Choosing is simple, just hold the message button down
until the light flashes 1, 2 or 3 times.
Both the DeLorme and the SPOT 2 allow tracking
and shared maps (the DeLorme allows you to adjust the
tracking interval via the Eartmate app, but the shortest
interval possible is 10 minutes). It’s a small thing, but
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I’ll go with the InReach. If getting rescued is my top
priority, I’ll choose the ACR ResQLink. Personally, I’m no
longer considering either SPOT device.

SPOT Connect (Clear Loser)

DeLorme Earthmate

the DeLorme shared-map url is cool and personalised
whereas the SPOT looks like a mess.
Also, the DeLorme page allows you to view waypoints
across a custom date range, whereas the SPOT system
only allows you to choose up to the last 30 days.
As a paired pevice, the DeLorme really leaves the
SPOT 2 in the dust. The features are many, but the two
standouts are the ability to send and receive custom
messages via your phone to any contacts you choose,
and being able to view your location on downloadable
DeLorme maps. The free Earthmate app is simple and
intuitive to use – each time I opened the app in a new
location it prompted me to download the maps for that
area and it’s simple to download maps in advance for the
region you plan to travel in (smart, since downloading
200mb of maps once you’re already there is easier said
than done). The map function shows your location and
the most basic functions of a GPS: heading, elevation,
speed and coordinates.
The InReach’s successful message-send rate was
85% (instead of 70% for SPOT 2), which provided small
reassurance that if I did need the SOS function, it was
more likely to work than the SPOT 2. In addition, not
only could I watch the message successfully depart via
my smartphone, I could also receive messages in reply.
As mentioned above, the InReach operates on the
Iridium network which is global, whereas Globalstar
(which supports SPOT), is not. I was not able to find
reliable reports on the coverage of Iridium vs Globalstar
for areas in which they overlap, but Sat Phone retailers
and reviewers almost unanimously favour Iridium.
However, the InReach is not cheap to operate. To buy
the unit and use it with the average subscription plan
over the next three years will run between U$950 and
U$1200. Obviously, this cost is nothing compared to the
value of it possibly saving your life, but the ACR ResQLink
performs the basic SOS function better at a three year
cost of U$360 (taking into consideration the five-year
U$150 battery life). Therefore, the InReach is best for
those who want messaging and are happy to pay for it.
Pros: 	easy, one-handed (and gloved, if not mittened)
SOS operation, two-way messaging is awesome,
Smartphone interface works well, pairs
automatically on start-up, overall very intuitive
and easy to use
Cons: 	expensive, clunky ergonomics and design,
largest of the devices tested, not as effective as
a PLB in life-threatening situations
For me, it comes down to a choice between the ACR
ResQLink and the DeLorme InReach. If I need messaging,

‘Turns your smartphone into a satellite communicator’
– sounds pretty cool, right? This is one of those devices
that cause me to detest the techie blog posts with
headlines based on corporate press releases and no real
evidence. The SPOT Connect did not fare well in our test.
I received my Connect, paid the U$99 subscription fee,
got it registered, went to pair it with my iphone and the
frustrations began. You really don’t need to read any
further if you are interested in my opinion: the Connect
does not perform well, so don’t buy it.
First of all, the Connect is small, matte black and nondescript. No instructions are visible on its exterior and
it’s difficult to find inside your pack. It has only a power
button and a shielded SOS button. I can imagine a team
of hip industrial designers applauded themselves for its
minimalist look, but in my opinion this device is a failure,
not only ergonomically, but technically and functionally.
At the very least, any beacon should have clear and
simple operating instructions written on the outside of
the device. It should be bright and easy to find in the
bottom of your backpack or in a low-light situation. Most
importantly, it should inspire confidence by performing
all of the non-SOS functions (which are the only ways the
device can be used in non-emergency situations) that
it purports to be capable of without any problems. The
Connect accomplished none of these during our testing.
The first and most important issue we had with
the Connect was its resistance to pairing successfully
with our iOS (mainly) and Android smartphones. While
the DeLorme paired immediately and without problems,
the Connect failed 17 attempts in a row, only pairing
successfully on the 18th attempt. It continued to fail
pairing on average 90% of the time throughout the
test. Unfortunately, pairing is only the first step and the
Connect then failed to be found by the SpotConnect App
even more than 90% of the time.
As with the InReach, the Connect’s strengths lie
in its smartphone pairing capabilities and enhanced
functionality via a smartphone. The main feature is
being able to type custom messages (limited to 41
characters) to your contacts (and no, you cannot receive
messages like you can with the InReach, this is a oneway communicator). The SPOT Connect app for iOS and
Android is not badly done and the functions are totally
inaccessible unless you manage to pair your device.
Amongst five different phones (three iOS, two Android),
the Connect failed to pair 90% of the time and when it
finally did pair with my iphone, the SPOT app could not
find the device most of the time. Once the device was
found, each time you turned off the Connect or your
smartphone you had to re-pair them again, suffering
from the same miserable rate of success.
All in all, this is one piece of equipment that I cannot
recommend or rely on.
Pros: 	small, light
Cons: 	see product description above, Bluetooth
pairing issues are widespread and common,
pairing problems are persistent and standalone
functionality is SOS only (which means that you
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won’t be getting all of what you paid for unless
you are lucky enough to get one that functions
as advertised), will not pair automatically on
start-up, requires re-pairing each time, not as
effective as a PLB in life-threatening situations

ACR ResQLink (Best Value,
Best SOS)
Like any SEND device, the ACR must also be registered.
There are, however, no annual fees to pay in order to
register or be rescued and when you register your device
(for US customers, at least), you do so with NOAA which
gives a certain sense of security. With no smartphone
pairing and no subscription plans to choose from, that
part is simple and worry-free.
The ResQLink, operating on the COSPAS/SARSAT
military satellite network described earlier, is arguably
the most effective of all the devices tested when in
SOS mode, but, realistically it only has an SOS mode.
ACR does offer a limited ‘Self-Test’ message service
which seems meant to help compete with SEND devices,
but due to the finite battery life, the ResQLink is
only good for 220 self-test ‘OK’ messages without
GPS information or 12 messages with GPS information,
during the battery’s five-year lifespan. To add this
service to your device costs U$59.95 [www.406link.
com]. I can’t really think of many situations in which
this could be viewed as a valuable function, other than
to occasionally reassure yourself that the ResQLink
is capable of sending messages. Based on ACR’s track
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record alone, I’d be more than happy to trust it to work
when needed and would not buy this device if messaging
was a priority for me.
The ResQLink’s lack of real messaging capabilities
is no reason to overlook it, and if your main concern
is having the most powerful and reliable emergency
beacon to use and tracking features aren’t crucial, then
this is the device for you. The dual SOS transmission
(406MHz/121.5MHz) and five-watt transmission power,
coupled with the reliability and global coverage of the
COSPAS/SARSAT constellation makes this the most
‘serious’ device we tested, in pure SOS terms.
The bottom line is that the SOS function is probably
the most effective of any device we considered. The
ResQLink transmits your SOS message at five watts of
power, compared to 0.4 watts for the SPOT 2 and 1.6
watts for the InReach. If the lack of messaging is not an
issue for you, then this device is the clear winner.
Pros: 	five-watt transmission power, dual frequency
SOS transmission, COSPAS/SARSAT’s reliability
and long track record, no annual fees, easy one
handed (even gloved) operation
Cons: 	unless the lack of messaging is a con for you,
I found no faults with this device

Find My Friends iphone App
(Cute But Useless Most Of The Time)
The funny thing about this app is that in certain
situations, it could work as well or better than a SEND
device. I have been in situations where a solid 3G signal

can be had on my smartphone, but no satellite signal can
be found. For instance, in thick trees along a steep cliff in
the Alps, where 3G networks are much more expansive
than in rural US, I was able to check my email, make a
call and check to be sure that my buddy Carson was still
sitting on his couch in Waialua, Hawaii. He could have
checked his app to see that I was camped out in the trees
below a massive BASE jump near Chamonix, even if I was
unconscious and unable to pick up the phone and dial.
Meanwhile, I had no signal on either of the SPOT devices
or the DeLorme. One thing that became very apparent
using the InReach and SPOT devices was that without a
very clear view to an open sky, they do not work well at
all. A phone well inside a 3G network area, on the other
hand, works under cover, indoors, etc.
While at first I was skeptical and considered not
even including it, this is an interesting extra option for
people who travel in areas where mobile phone coverage
(I’m talking solid 3G signal) is plentiful. However, this
could never be considered as a standalone emergency
messaging device. Don’t even think about relying on this
app for anything other than stalking your friends who
are willing to go through the set-up process.
Pros: 	free, good way to keep an eye on your girl/
boyfriend or kids (or their phone, anyway),
Cons: 	only works when your phone is on and has an
excellent data signal, does not connect you with
emergency services, useless as an SOS device
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The XCFiles

Hints

Tips and tuition for
paragliding and hang gliding pilots – from beginner
to expert, there’s something for everyone.

1. O n no-wind days we use our understanding of
Albedo values to locate the thermals. There’s no
wind to push the overheated air away and against
a thermal trigger, so we have to depend on the
thermal releasing from its actual source.
2. When the wind is light we look downwind from
the best heating areas (the ones we were using
above). If the wind is really light the thermals
may come from both the actual sources and from
just downwind of the sources.
3. As the wind gets stronger our focus shifts
towards trigger points downwind of the most easily
heated areas.

from Cross Country magazine [www.xcmag.com]

are grain fields, sandy soils, earthen dikes, highways
and junctions, riverbanks etc.

Thermal Hunting In Hill
Country And Low Mountains

Systematic Thermal Hunting
Burkhard Martens and Volker Schwaniz explain how to look
for thermals.

I

n the long run thermal flying should cease to be a
matter of chance. To achieve this the pilot must learn
to search for lift in a systematic manner. Here are
some tips, in order of importance:
➲➲ The single most important factor is the wind. Where
is it coming from? If the wind is coming from the

north the pilot should concentrate on searching
north, north-east or north-west slopes.
➲➲ Second most important is the sun. The best thermals
originate from areas oriented perpendicular to the
sunshine direction, especially if they have already
been exposed for a long time.

When thermal hunting over relatively even ground there’s
less reason to worry about lee, but if we’re low enough to
discern hills (like the one behind this pilot in Patu, Brazil)
we should generally aim for them, as they are often good
thermal triggers. It is hard to make out hills from higher
altitudes

➲➲ Where are the trigger points? Are there any obvious
triggers given by the terrain? Remember that the
most important trigger is the mountaintop! If this
isn’t usable (low cloud or shade all around) then
look for snow lines, streams or rivers, motorways,
and don’t forget shadow edges! Whenever a
cloud shadow is moving over the terrain with the
wind, the upwind shadow edge is the best potential
trigger point.
➲➲ And all the other considerations: Which kinds of soil
do we have available? Forest clearings are better
than deciduous forest, rockslides are better than the
surrounding coniferous forest (see picture below),
mountain pastures, especially those surrounded by
woods, are always good. The good pilot always
attempts to take the wind drift into consideration
when basing the search on ground sources.
➲➲ In the flats it is less straightforward. The thermal
sources are less obvious, but some good examples

This last step before the high plateau is likely to be very
good for releasing thermals. The most promising spot is
the rock slide right behind the pilot
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Photo: Thermal Flying / Burkhard Martens
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The Albedo value of the ground is very important for
the heating of the air – but it doesn’t reliably tell us
where the thermal actually can be found. In real-life
flying we will often experience situations where a mass
of warm air is pushed along by the wind until it meets
a trigger point, where it releases as a thermal. This is
the reason why flight routes going over large expanses
of homogenous terrain are less promising than routes
following valley sides, where there are often tree lines,
power lines etc. to trigger the thermals.
This is particularly true when the wind increases in
strength – then trigger points overtake ground sources
as our number one thermal search locations.

Searching For Flatland
Thermals Low Down

1. W
 here’s the wind coming from? Flatland flying means
fewer leeside worries, but even a small hill may cause
a serious rotor.
2. Is there anywhere where the landscape is oriented
better towards the sun?
3. Where is the best soil for heating?
4. Where will the thermal be triggered?
This brief checklist can be summarised into an even
briefer sentence:

First look for easily heated soil,
then try to visualise where

The cloud distribution is a good thermal and day quality
indicator. This day shown had the following conditions:
Weak winds, April day with polar air influence and low
base. The soil was very dry. Notice that in spite of the
ideal soil for thermal development in the flatlands, the
thermal quality is still far better above the hills

location of warm air production
then we made it. Point 3 can
generally not be taken into
account once we find ourselves
low in a valley. Remember: Our
main concern in the mountains
is to stay out of the lee.
If we have a choice between
deciduous and coniferous
forest we choose the latter. If
around noon we have a choice
between a steep mountainside
and a rounded knoll we choose
the mountain. Note that neither
of these choices is common in
real-life flying!

The checklist is the same as in the flats, but the order of
the points is different:
Point 1 is even more important in the mountains, as
leeside flying should be avoided. But since we generally
find mountain thermals where they are released rather
than where they are produced, we must go straight from
point 1 to point 4. If this happens to be downwind of a
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A dark field is a good thermal factory
Photos: Thermal Flying / Burkhard Martens

Hint

To summarise the mountain search pattern rules:
Stay out of the lee and aim for thermal trigger points.

Searching For Thermals From
High Altitudes
Once we are high life is much easier; there are
many options and we have plenty of time to search.
Furthermore flying high allows us to use the clouds as
thermal indicators. We fly towards Cu’s still building and
avoid decaying ones, and we remember to keep observing
our surroundings whilst thermalling, especially in our
intended flying direction. By doing so we may notice new
wisps of cloud forming and observe them long enough to
know if they are worth aiming for.

the thermal will release!

Searching For Mountain
Thermals Low Down

Same day/location as picture 3.68 but a different angle of
view. Again we notice the more promising looking cloud
picture over the hill country compared to the flats

The new edition of
Thermal Flying by
Burkard Martens is out
now. Available through
[www.xcshop.com].

HGFA Document
Map System
HGFA Document Map Register has been
developed to create a version control
system for all HGFA Forms, Manuals, and
Syllabus, which will allow all to view
and access the HGFA documentation
structure. Due to recent Entry Control
Procedures placed by CASA, the HGFA
Document Map will assist in meeting
compliance obligations.
A single point of access to view the
HGFA Document Map Register and
forms are available on the HGFA
website location:

[www.hgfa.asn.au] – ‘Forms’
The objective is to ensure the correct
Version Control is used at all times by
members, HGFA Instructors and HGFA
National Office.
Current Version: v1.0 Feb 2012
HGFA Office Manager
SKYSAILOR
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Events Calendar

PG Worlds
Photo: Che Golus

2013
October

Canungra Hang Gliding Classic
28 September to 5 October 2013

Mt Tamborine and Beechmont Launches, Canungra, QLD. AA
sanction. Organiser: Gabor Sipos, ph: 0402 826969 <g_
ssipos@yahoo.com.au>, [www.chgc.asn.au/].

Thermalling & XC Skills Clinic
19 to 21 October 2013

Canungra, Qld, preceding the Canungra Cup. Run by Brian Webb
<brian@2tofly.com>, 0417 530 972 or Skype: brianmwebb.
See [www.2tofly.com/txc1.htm].

XC & Advanced Skills Clinic
22 to 25 October 2013

Canungra, Qld, preceding the Canungra Cup. Run by Brian Webb
<brian@2tofly.com>, 0417 530 972 or Skype: brianmwebb.
See [www.2tofly.com/csc2.htm].

Canungra Paragliding Cup 2013
26 October to 2 November 2013

Mt Tamborine and Beechmont launches, Canungra, QLD. AAA
sanction. Great weather, great tasks and fun stress-free
flying. Mentoring scheme for pilots new to comps. Nightly
events and, of course, the legendary retrieve service included.
It’s Australia’s favourite comp. Organiser: David Gibbs, ph:
0429 775554 <davegibbsuphi@yahoo.com.au>, event
website [www.canungracup.org].

Forbes Big Spring
Floater Comp
5 to 7 October 2013

Three days of fun spring
flying are planned this
coming Labour Day
weekend (Fri-Mon) at the renowned Forbes Airstrip! This
will be a single-surface HG competition, supported with daily
ground-school guidance and strategies from Curt Warren and
team. The educational & friendly competition format will be:
XC racing, with remote FAI scoring provided by ‘Billo’. There will
also be a spot landing contest. Cost $150, includes three BBQ
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dinners (cooked by the Moyes Team) at the Forbes Aeroclub.
Vegetarian options available and daily ground school on
thermalling techniques, XC flying and competition strategies.
More at [www.warrenwindsports.com.au/events].

November
SkyHigh Not the VIC Open
2 to 5 November 2013

SkyHigh will be running this event again in Bright over the
Melbourne Cup weekend. The NTVO is a fun event that heralds
the unofficial opening of the PG season and is held over the Cup
‘long weekend’ each November. It’s aimed at all pilot levels.
Pilots may participate in a number of fun, interesting and
sometimes whacky tasks. A novice skills clinic will be generally
be available for suitable novice pilots. More experienced pilots
may participate in the paragaining competition. Contact:
Stephen McCulloch <sec@skyhighparagliding.org.au>.

12th Airborne Gulgong HG Classic
24 to 30 November 2013

Gliding Strip, Gulgong, NSW. AA sanction. Practice day is the
23 November. Organiser: William Olive, ph: 0412 423133
<fly@gulgongclassic.com>, [www.gulgongclassic.com].

December

later date. Informal flight distances are scored using one of
the online systems (your choice) or your straight line Open
Distance off your GPS. Come for as many days as you like, fly
as far as you can, fly with and learn from some of the best XC
pilots. Many pilots (of all levels) achieve PBs in Manilla each
year. Mt Borah has four huge astro-turfed launches for nearly
all wind directions, easy landings and was developed for the
2007 Worlds. The Manilla area offers some of the world’s
safest XC flying for all pilot levels, from novice to expert,
with some thermalling experience. Daily weather briefings
by Godfrey Wenness, tips and trick sessions, campfire
discussions, regular day prizes and scoring updates in all
classes (Fun/Sport/Serial). Pilots with Open Class gliders are
welcome to attend but won’t be scored. Camping ($7/night,
$9/night powered) and cabins available on site, new cafe and
licensed bar, two camp kitchens, BBQ, swimming pool. Contact:
<godfrey@flymanilla.com>. Book your holidays now for a
great week of XC flying!

Ozone Corryong Paragliding Open
15 to 22 February 2014

Corryong, NSW. AAA Cat 2 event. This superb flying area is
based in the foothills of the Snowy Mountains and offers
some of the best flying in Australia, come and see why. Event
website [www.corryongopen.org] or contact organiser David
Gibbs, ph: 0429 775554 <djgibbs67@gmail.com>.

NSW Hang Gliding State Titles
16 to 22 February 2014

Manilla, NSW. AA sanction. Organiser: Allan McMillan, ph:
0400 637070 <committee@nhgc.asn.au>, [www.nswst.
williamolive.com].

The Distance Freeflight Project
10 to 19 December 2013

Outback Australia. A team of four free-flight pilots (two
HG, two PG) will team up on a common mission: to go the
distance! Chasing long distance XC flights, they’ll be footlaunching from regional hills or truck-towing. Once airborne,
only thermal updrafts and good decisions will keep them
aloft. We expect big drives, tricky retrieves, hot hikes, late
nights and hopefully unpowered flights lasting for 9+ hours
and 100s of kilometers, individual distance records, or a new
Australian distance record. The team pilots are Adrian Laing
(PG), Dave May (HG), Stephan Guilbert (PG), Curt Warren (HG).
More at: [www.warrenwindsports.com.au/events/distance].

Forbes Flatlands HG Competition
28 December 2013 to 4 January 2014

Forbes Airport & Bills Paddock Forbes, NSW. AAA sanction.
Organiser: Vicki Cain, ph: 0410 331883 <vicki@moyes.com.
au>, [www.forbesflatlands.com].

2014
January

Corryong Hang Gliding Cup
5 to 11 January 2014

Mt Elliot, NSW. Organiser: Dustan Hansen, ph: 0402 791231
<dustan@optusnet.com.au>, [www.corryong.com].

Bright Paragliding Open
11 to 18 January 2014

Mystic, Bright, VIC. AAA sanction. Organiser: Brian Webb, ph:
0417 530972 <brianmwebb@alpineinfotech.com.au>, [www.
brightopen.org].

February
Manilla XC Camp
1 to 8 February 2014

Mt Borah, Manilla, NSW. FREE event for XC pilots of all levels.
This may become a round of the XC Open World Series at a

WA State Championship
23 February to 1 March 2014

Merridin, WA. Organiser: Richard Breyley, ph: 0417
986896 <richard.breyley@matsa.com.au>, [www.
goldfieldsdustdevils.com].

The Timesaving Pack Up
As we all know, UV is the biggest degrader of paraglider cloth so it’s good to have your canopy
spend as little time in the sun as possible.
by Phil Hystek

L

aying the canopy out, connecting it to the harness
and connecting the speedbar all takes time and
exposes the canopy to (unnecessary) UV. This UV
exposure time can be reduced by not having to do the
traditional layout and connection you see most pilots
do on launch. The system outlined here allows you to
put the harness on and launch without the usual canopy
layout and connection procedure.
The secret is in the way you pack your glider up – in
a way that allows you to set up directly as you get it
‘out of the bag’.

The Pack Up Steps:

1. A t the end of your flight, while still in your harness,
bundle up your canopy and move to a good grassy
pack-up location.
2. Lay the canopy bottom surface upwards with you
positioned at the trailing edge centre.
3. S lide the harness off your shoulders and carefully
lay it on its side with the front part of the harness
facing towards the canopy:

SIV Courses with Jocky Sanderson
SIV 1: 24 to 27 February 2014

Briefing for Course at 1900 on 23 February. For more
information on SIV & XC courses & bookings/availabilty,
contact <Roger@skyoutparagliding.com> or <Jocky@
JockySanderson.com>.

March
SIV Courses with Jocky Sanderson

4. Take each wing tip
and drag it out to full
extension for your
normal pack up, but
keep the trailing edge of the wing pretty close to
the harness:

SIV 2 + XC Flatlands: 1 to 11 March 2014

First time offered in Australia. Briefing for course at 1900 on
the 28 February.

SIV 3: 13 to 16 March 2014

Briefing for course at 1900 on 12 March.
For more information on SIV & XC courses & bookings/
availabilty, contact <Roger@skyoutparagliding.com> or
<Jocky@JockySanderson.com>.

April
HG Dalby Big Air
6 to 12 April 2014

Dalby Aerodrome, Dalby, QLD. AA sanction, practice: 5 April.
Dalby HG Club invites you to a week of great flying at the
Big Air. All pilots MUST hold an aerotow endorsement, have
previous aerotow experience and be current HGFA members.
Entry fee is $425 and includes all tows (including practice
day), the famous Dalby Big Air hat, polo shirt and presentation
dinner. A $50 non-refundable deposit is required to register
and secure a place. To register please email Annie at <annie.
bruce@bigpond.com> for details on how to pay your deposit.
NOTE: Registration will close on Friday 7 March 2014, so get
in early to secure a spot. Organiser: Bruce Crerar, ph: 0418
711821 <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>, [www.nhgc.asn.au].
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5. C oncertina fold each
wing to the centre as
you would when packing
any other time. Concertina bags are great for this:
6. M ove the harness
to the open
side of the fold
at the trailing edge
with the front of the harness still facing the canopy:

7. Fold the canopy your preferred way while either
pulling the canopy along the ground towards the
harness, or carefully moving the harness along the
ground but keeping the harness
orientation to the canopy the same
(the harness must stay on the
ground in the same position):
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8. W
 hen you have the canopy fully folded and the velcro
tie around it, place the inner bag over the canopy.
9. Stand the harness up with the
front of the harness still facing
the folded canopy:

4.
5.
6.
7.

10.Take the canopy and place it in the harness with the
open end of the inner bag at the seat base (bottom)
of the harness (secure the
canopy into the harness
with the chest strap):
11. Place the glider and harness into the glider bag
and secure.
For those using reversible harnesses, the pack up is
the same apart from the last couple of steps. Once you
have your canopy in folded up and in its inner bag, you
should then reverse your harness, lay the seat board
flat against the back of the harness, and then place the
canopy into the harness/backpack.
What is important here is to ensure that neither the
canopy or the harness pass through the risers/lines.

The Set Up:

1. T ake the glider and harness out the glider bag and
put the glider bag into the storage area in the back
of the harness. Sit the harness on the ground in an
upright position.
2. U ndo the chest strap
retaining the canopy
in the harness and
lay the canopy on the
ground with the open
end of the inner bag
closest to the harness:

3. Step into the space
between the two
riser sets, lift the
harness up onto your
shoulders and secure

8.

9.

yourself into the harness with the leg loops and
chest strap.
Pick up the canopy in its inner bag and carry it
(with the closed end of the inner bag uppermost)
to launch.
Lay the canopy on the ground and take the inner
bag and strap from the canopy and put them in your
harness side storage pocket.
Unroll the canopy away from you and pull each wing
tip to the side.
Step backwards to tension the lines. If there are any
twists in the lines you will have to rotate yourself to
undo the twists.
Do a final test: turn to face launch so that the lines
are totally untwisted, check the orientation of the
lines, then, if satisfied, turn back to face the canopy
in your usual direction.
Build a wall as you usually would, inflate, check the
lines for any snags and launch… perfectly.

Please Note:

➲➲ This technique is only suitable for a reverse inflation
(it is possible to use this technique with a forward
inflation, but you will need a good launch assistant
who can lay your canopy out correctly).
➲➲ This technique assumes that you have done a good
canopy inspection while packing up.
As with any new technique, you should practice this
method a number of times in a non-flying environment
before you do it on launch. It will make you more
comfortable in knowing that you did it correctly.
I hope this helps you save time and unnecessary
canopy degradation.

On again! February 2014

Paraglide New Zealand
Due to the fantastic success of our last two NZ tours,
we’re doing it again.
Join CFI Phil Hystek and fly amongst the spectacular mountain
and coastal sites of our nearest neighbour.
A great way to upskill your flying with invaluable mentoring,
stunning scenery, crystal clear air and great company.

Tour 1 – 3-11 February 2014: Canterbury area, Wanaka and Queenstown
Tour suitable for all pilots but especially low airtime pilots.
Tour 2 – 13-20 February 2014: Canterbury area, Cragieburns,
Wanaka Tour
Tour suitable for all pilot skill level.
Full tour cost and details, please contact Phil
at <info@pgqld.com.au> or +61 418 155 317
Check out our 2012 tour video at <pgqld.com.au>
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PO Box 6260, Hallifax St, Adelaide SA <sahga.
exec@gmail.com>. Pres: Stuart McClure
0428 100796; Sec/Trs: Rob Woodward
0408 808436.

Tasmanian HG & PG Association

All clubs please check details in this section carefully

Could all clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details
of their Executive Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific
attention is directed to the listing of SSOs and SOs for the clubs.

All clubs and nominated Senior SOs and SOs

All correspondence, including
changes of address, membership renewals, short term
memberships, rating forms
and other administrative
matters should be sent to:

HGFA National Office
4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC
3042, & 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, [www.hgfa.asn.au].

HGFA Operations Manager
John Twomey & 0417 644633 < john.twomey@

hgfa.asn.au> <manager.operations@hgfa.asn.au>.

HGFA Administrative Manager
Trene Randles & 03 9336 7155 <office@hgfa.
asn.au> <trene.randles@hgfa.asn.au>.

➲➲ For information about site ratings, sites
and other local matters, contact the appro
priate State associations, region or club.

HGFA Committee
of Management
Pres: Greg Lowry <president@hgfa.asn.au>
<greg.lowry@hgfa.asn.au> & 0400 759105.
V-Pres: Brian Webb <vicepresident@hgfa.
asn.au> <brian.webb@hgfa.asn.au> & 0417
530972.
Sec: Sun Nickerson <secretary@hgfa.asn.au>
<sun.nickerson@hgfa.asn.au> & 0466 399850.
Trs: Brett Coupland <treasurer@hgfa.asn.au>,
<brett.coupland@hgfa.asn.au>.

States

HGFA

Please confirm all SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office
<office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that those holding these appointments
have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive notices and
correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required
to be endorsed by clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if
confirmation is not received, those listed in the database where no current forms or
confirmation is held, the appointment will be taken as having expired.

Regions
ACT HG & PG Association

LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT
0200; [www.acthpa.org]. Pres:
Alistair Dickie <alnrelly@gmail.
com> 0422 970408; V-Pres: Nic
Welbourn <nic@corinbank.com>;
Trs: Alun Mills <almills@iinet.
net.au>; Sec: Zhenshi van der Klooster
<zhenshi@mac.com>; Committee: Howard
Taylor <howardtaylor.ad@gmail.com>; Steve
Foggett <steve.foggett@homemail.com.au>;
Meetings: 1st Tue/month 7.30pm Canberra
Labor Club, Weston Creek.

Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.

PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Peter South 0417 930
142 <ronwaysouth@yahoo.com.au>; V-Pres:
Grant Bond 0432 963595 <grantbond006@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec: Peter Kovesi 0432 629
315 <pk@peterkovesi.com>; Trs: Greg Lowry
0400 759105 <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; Club
Reps: Simon Shuttleworth (Albany), Mark Wild
(Sky Pirates), Mike Duffy (Western Soarers),
Rick Williams (Hill Flyers), Mark Stokoe (Dust
Devils); Non-Club Rep: Chris Bennet.

[bmhgc.blogspot.com] Pres: Kacper
Jankowski <KJankowski@ccia.
unsw.edu.au>; V-Pres: Gregor Forbes
0421 376680 <forbesy@virgin
broadband.com.au>; Sec: Alexander
Drew 0423 696677 <revant01@
yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Allan Bush (HG SSO)
<bethandallan@bigpond.com>,
0407
814524; Comps: Mark Stewart (PG SO)
<artik_mark@yahoo.com.au>, 0421 596345,
Comp: 2nd & last Sunday of each month.
Meetings: Contact committee.

Central Coast Sky Surfers

Lake Macquarie Flyers Club Inc.

Pres: Stephen Robertson 0457 123102;
V-Pres: Krizzo Becker 0420 479008; Sec/Trs:
Paul Cox 0421 072897.

Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.

PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss.
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness 02
67856545 <godfrey@flymanilla.com>, V-Pres/
Sec: Darryl Gledden 0408 281454; Trs: Bob Smith
0428 317735 <bobskisan@gmail.com>, SSOs:
Mark Russell 0434 895185 (HG), Willi Ewig 02
67697771 <skyranch@gmx.net> (WM), SO:
Gaynor Shoeman (PG).

Mid North Coast Flyers Inc

11 Grenadines Way, Bonny Hills NSW 2445
<www.midnorthcoastflyers.com.au>. Pres:
Derek Lotter 0410 640519 <derek.lotter@
gmail.com>; V-Pres: Lincoln Streatfield 0416
174527, Sec/Trs: Liz Moore 0409 360062.
SSO: Chris Rogers 02 65555178. Site info:
Derek Lotter 0410 640519 or Chris Rogers
0407 918099.

Newcastle Hang Gliding Club

93 Wommara Ave, Belmont Nth NSW 2280;
[www.nhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dawson Brown
0429 675475 <president@nhgc.asn.
au>; V-Pres: Gary Herman 0401 772289
<vicepresident@nhgc.asn.au>; Sec: James
Pallas <secretary@nhgc.asn.au>; Trs: Allan
McMillan 0400 637070 <treasurer@nhgc.
asn.au>; SOs: Coastal–Tony Barton 0412
607815, Inland–Scott Barrett 0425 847208,
John O’Donohue 02 49549084, PG–James
Thompson 02 49468680; Newsletter: David
Stafford 02 49215832 <editor@nhgc.asn.
au>. Meetings: Last Wed/month 7:30pm
South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn St, Merewether.

North Queensland State Association

Northern Beaches Hang Gliding Club Inc

PO Box 61, Canungra QLD 4275. Pres: Kenneth
Hill 0418 188655 <ken@hanggliding
queensland.com>.
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Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.

[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: Michael
Porter 0415 920444 <porter.michael60@
gmail.com>; V-Pres/SSO: James Ryrie 0417 491
150 <James@Micalago.com>; Sec: Mark Elston
0428 480820 <elston.mark@gmail.com>.

Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club

Queensland Hang Gliding Association

Matthew Fox <matthew.fox@hgfa.asn.au>.

New South Wales

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club

Pres: Neil Bright 0412 689067 <tojofly@
iprimus.com.au>; V-Pres: Robert Lackner 0407
934808 <rlackner@bigpond.net.au>; Sec:
Andrew Burchell 0403 772563 <andrew
burchell1@gmail.com>; Trs: Joshua Ludwick &
Adam Andrews; SSO: James Thompson 0418
686199 <jamesfly@gmail.com>. Meetings:
Last Tue/month, 7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.

Committee: <committee@hgfa.asn.au>

Grant Cassar <grant.cassar@hgfa.asn.au>.

PO Box 157, Northcote VIC 3070, [www.vhpa.
org.au]. Pres: Rob van der Klooster 0408 335
559 <president@vhpa.org.au>; Sec: Stephen
Norman 0407 250571 <secretary@vhpa.
org.au>; Trs: Stephen Leake 0409 553401
<treasurer@vhpa.org.au; SO: Kevin Grosser
0419 022225 <safetyofficer@vhpa.org.au;
Site Dev. Officer: Mark Pike 0408 801356
<mark.pike@baesystems.com>; Committee:
Brian Webb 0417 530972 <brianmwebb@
alpineinfotech.com.au>; Jan Bennewitz (Web
master) 0423 139923 <jan.bennewitz@
gmail.com>; Anthony Meechan 0407 163796
<meeks65@yahoo.com.au>; Nigel Streeter
<nstreeter@bigpond.com>.

27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres:
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1
@bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

PO Box 1238, Baulkham Hills NSW 1755
<executive@nswhpa.org>. Pres: Ray Firth
<president@nswhpa.org>; V-Pres/PO: Nir
Eshed <Vice-President@nswhpa.org>; Sec:
Sherree Adams <Secretary@nswhpa.org>;
Trs: Graeme Cran <treasurer@nswhpa.org>;
Committee: Brett Coupland, Tony Dennis,
Chris Clements, Ralf Gittfried, Dawson Brown,
David Holmes.

NSW Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association

Peter Allen <peter.allen@hgfa.asn.au>.

Alex Jones <alex.jones@hgfa.asn.au>.

Victorian HG & PG Association

Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres: Rod Burke
0401 923923 <president@centralcoast
skysurfers.com>; V-Pres: Javier Alvarez 0418
116681 <vice president@centralcoastsky
surfers.com>; Sec: Geoff Bednal 0418 468
065 <secretary@centralcoastskysurfers.
com>; Trs: Andrew Burchell 0403 772563
<treasurer@centralcoast>skysurfers.com>,
SSOs: Javier Alvarez 0418 116681 <media@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>, John Harriott
0412 442705 <nationalparks-liaison@
centralcoastskysurfers.com>. Meetings: 1st
Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, Ilya
Ave, Erina.

PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881. Pres: Bob
Hayes 0438 710882 <flying@cairnshang
glidingclub. org>; V-Pres: Daniel Keech 0427
888893 <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Sec/Trs:
Tracey Hayes, PO Box 608, Kuranda QLD 4881,
0418 963796 <info@azurephotography.
com>; PG rep: Brett Collier 0431 151150.

Board Members:

PO Box 268, Lindisfarne TAS 7015, [www.
thpa.org.au]. Pres: Keith Wales 0407 516845
<giligan42@hotmail.co.uk>; V-Pres: Ramon
Brasnja 0419 652693 <beatclepto@hotmail.
com>; Sec/Trs: Rob Steane 0418 146137
<robsteane@netspace.net.au>.

Clubs

Contacts

South Australian HG/PG/ML Association

6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres:
Trent Brown 0427 557486 <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>; Trs: Michael Porter
0415 920444; SSO: Peter Dall 0428 813746.

East Oz Microlight Club Inc.

PO Box 27, Morpeth NSW 2321. Pres: Raymond
Sparkes 0433 917011; V-Pres: Andrew Swan
0421 204695; Sec: Jeanette Sparkes 0404
487802; Trs: Wayne Perry 0427 383803.

Newcastle Paragliding Club

Pres: Ray Firth 0425 314735 <rayfirth@gmail.
com>; V-Pres: Michael Lamb 0422 611318
<lamykiwi@optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Gregory
Evans 0422 688491 <evans100@optusnet.
com.au>; Trs: Alan Taylor 0434 882834
<alan@2t4l.com>; SSO: Doug Sole 0412
728959 <dougsole@optusnet.com.au>.

Northern Rivers HG & PG Club

PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrghpgc.net]. Pres: Andrew Polidano 0442
8666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>; V-Pres:
Brian Rushton 0427 615950 <byronair@
optusnet.com.au>; Sec: Gavin Hartel; Trs:
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James McEwan 0437 368999 < nrhgpgc@
gmail.com>; PR: Jan Smith 0438 876929
<jansmith.cloudnine@gmail.com>; Web:
Raven Dover Sites: Peter Wagner 0431 120
942, Col Rushton 0428 751379 <colin.
rushton@bigpond.com>; SSO (PG): Lindsay
Wooten 0427 210993 <lindsaywootten@
bigpond.com>; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano
0428 666843 <andrew@poliglide.com>.
Meetings: 2nd Fri/month, 7pm, Tyagarah
airstrip, south hangar.

NSW Sky Hawks

Pres: Brett Coupland 0409 162616 <brett@
ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres: Tony Dennis 0418
574068 <fly@trikefan.com>; Sec: William
Olive 0412 423133 <William.Olive@hne
health.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: John Jablonskis
0407 935785 <johnjj27@hotmail.com>.

The Pico Club (National Paramotor Club)

[www.thepico.com.au]. Pres: Adrian Clarke
<Adrian@helsbells.com.au>; V-Pres: Justin
Shaw <jkshaw@gmail.com>; Sec: Simon Wills
<swillsy@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Andrew
McCarthy <natmarks@tpg.com.au>; PO: Jeff
Hoffmann; SO: Mike Forwood; Web: Andrew
Shipley <andrewshipley@netspace.net.au>.

Stanwell Park Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508, [www.
flystanwell.com]; Pres/Trs: Peter Ffrench
0403 076149 <president@flystanwell.com>
<treasurer@flystanwell.com>; V-Pres: Fred
Smeaton 0402 808031; Sec: Mark Mitsos
0408 864083 <secretary@flystanwell.
com>; SSO: Mark Mitsos 0408 864083
<SSO@flystanwell.com>.

Sydney Hang Gliding Club

Cairns Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 661 Smithfield QLD 4878 <flying@
cairnshangglidingclub.org>, [www.cairnshang
glidingclub.org]. Pres: Vanessa Spark <maxi
dog6@bigpond.com>; Sec: Tracey Hayes
<info@azurephotography.com.au>; Trs: Daniel
Keech <dkeech1@hotmail.com>; Committee:
Ted Powell, Brod Osborne, Joe Reyes.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.

PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Rod Flockhart 0412 882639
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres: Ken Hill
0418 188655 <vicepresident@chgc.asn.au>;
Sec: Mark Kropp 0416 181915 <secretary@
chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Hana Krajcova 0424 257
381 <treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Grants Officer:
Matt Cage 0410 589800; SSO PG: Phil Hystek
0418 155317, 07 55434000 (h), Brandon
O’Donnell 0416 089889.

Capricornia Paraflyers Inc

C/O Shayne Towers-Hammond, 3 Waterline
Way, Rosslyn QLD 4703. Pres: Shayne TowersHammond 0434 544148; Sec: Bill Gonch;
Trs: Fraser Strain; SSO: Jean-Luc Lejaille
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com> 0418 754157.

Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.

’The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: James
Lowe 0418 963315 <j.lowe@cqu.edu.au>;
Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699 <jaw12@
bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 0427 177
237 <jonathon.a.wall@team.telstra.com>;
SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 07 49387607.
Towing Biloela: Paul Barry 07 49922865
<prbarry@tpg.com.au>.

[www.sydneyhangglidingclub.org.au] <shgc
@live.com.au>. Pres: Lynette Black <lynette
black@hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Vicki Cain
<moyes@moyes.com.au>; Sec: Bruce Wynne
<bwynne@bigpond.net.au>; Trs: John Selby
<johnselby@idx.com.au>; SSO: Doug Sole; SO:
Ken Stothard. Meetings: Juniors@the Junction,
Anzac Pde, Maroubra, 8pm 3rd Wed/month.

Conondale Cross-Country Club

Sydney Paragliding & Hang Gliding Club

13 Cottman St, Buderim QLD 4556. Pres: Bruce
Crerar <annie.bruce@bigpond.com>; Sec/Trs:
Annie Crerar 0418 711821 <annie.bruce@
bigpond.com>; SSO: Bruce Crerar.

PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103 [www.
flysydney.org]. Pres: Brett Coupland 0409
162616 <brett@ppgaustralia.com>; V-Pres:
David Holmes 0417 322658 <ny_studios@
hotmail.com>; Sec: Kirsten Seeto <kirsten.
flys@gmail.com>; Trs: Nico Hundling 0488
096418 <nicohundling@gmail.com>; Committee: Trevor Morrow 0414 997857 <trevorm
@australismusic.com.au>, Rohan Taylor 0425
268080 <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>, Sherree
Adams, Hume Winzar 0408 190321 <winzar
@gmail.com>, Georges Magnan 0412 062
602 <georges.magnan@molnlycke.com>;
SSO: Sandy Thomson 0419 250220 <sandy
thomson1@bigpond.com>. Meeting: Harbord
Bowling Club, Bennett St, Freshwater, 7pm
1st Tue/month (except January).

Queensland
Caboolture Microlight Club

50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres:
Derek Tremain 07 33957563 <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts
07 32676662 <trike@tpg.com.au>.
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[www.conondaleflyers.asn.au/] Pres: Shane
Gingell 0417 619167 <fly@SEQparagliding.
com>; V-Pres: James Barr 0400 774153
<jimmibarr@gmail.com>; Sec: Brett Jensen 0417
792840 <jeno72au@yahoo.com>; Trs: Dave Todd
0400 774153 <Chameleon076@gmail.com>.

Dalby Hang Gliding Club

Fly Killarney Inc.

[http://fly-killarney.com.au/]. Pres: Scott
Farrell 0439 754303 <scott308@rocketmail.
com>; V-Pres: Dave Gibbs; Trs/Sec: Paul
McCullough <plrmcc@yahoo.com.au>.

Paradise Flyers Inc.

Pres: Ben Darke 0418 753220 <ben@water
bed.com.au>; Sec: Brett Paull 0435 203153
<101airbourne@gmail.com>; Trs: Grant Cassar
07 33327535 <grantcassar@iinet.net.au>.

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club

PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581;
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: John
Vasta; V-Pres & SSO (HG): Dave Cookman
0427 498753; V-Pres (PG): Geoffrey Cole
0408 420808, 07 5455 4661; Trs: Mike
Edgson; Sec: Michael Powell; SSO (PG): JeanLuc Lejaille 0418 754157, 07 54863048.

Wicked Wings Toowoomba HG & PG Club

[www.wickedwings.com.au]. V-Pres: Adrian
Palfrey 0408 341181 <adrianpalfrey@
hotmail.com>; V-Pres: Joe Colfs 0422 587636

<joe_colfs@hotmail.com>; Trs: Craig Dunn;
Sec: Lachlan Weeks 0418 933570 <Lachlan.
weeks@yahoo.com.au>.

Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club

Alice Springs NT 0870. Pres: Richard Binstead
0422 956967 <rbinstead@gmail.com>.

PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.wvhgc.
org]. Pres: Phillip Campbell 0438 428569
<campbell.p@giant.net.au>; V-Pres: Greg
Beglehole 0419 889153 <greg@heating
andcooling.com.au>; Sec: Nicky Shalders; Trs:
Richard Carstairs 0409 066860 <rcarstairs@
optushome.com.au>; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp
0408 678734 <rohan@dynamicflight.com.
au>; Site Committee Chairperson: Steve
Norman; Committee: James Wynd, Will
Faulkner. Meetings: Last Sat/month, The
Golden Age Hotel, Beaufort, 7pm.

Victoria

Western Australia

Whitsundays Hang Gliding Club

Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:
07 49555122 <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

Northern Territory
Alice Springs Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club

<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Peter
Hannah; SSO: Rob van der Klooster 0408
335559, Jan Bennewitz 0423 139923.
Meetings: 1st Fri/month, venue see [www.
dynasoarers.vhpa.org.au].

Albany Hang Gliding & Paragliding Club

SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:
08 98412096.

Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.

PO Box 5278, South Melbourne VIC 3205
[www.mhgc.asn.au]. Pres: Dave Moore
0432 152101 <Dave.moore@gmail.com>;
Sec: Peter Cass 0422 246326 <P_J_Cass@
yahoo.com.au>; Trs: Noel Bear 0425
801813 <Treasurer@mhgc.asn.au>; SSO:
Peter Holloway 0408 526805 <Info@
freedomairsports.com.au>; Committee: Merv
Dannefaerd, Brad Howarth, Brett Huggan &
Johannes Straub. Meetings: 3rd Wed/month,
Tower Hotel, 686 Burwood Rd, Hawthorn East
VIC 3123.

Secretary, 12 Hillside Crs, Maylands WA 6051.
Pres: Colin Brown 0407 700378 <cobrown@
bigpond.com>; V-Pres: Eric Metrot 0407 003
059 <tromes@bigpond.com>; Trs: Colin Brown
0407 700378 <cobrown@bigpond.com>;
Committee: Shelly Heinrich 0428 935462
<shellheinrich@hotmail.com>, Rod Merigan
0439 967971 <rmerigan@q-net.net.au>,
Clive Salvidge 0402 240038 <clive@iinet.net.
au>, Julien Menager 0423 829346 <Julien.
me@gmail.com>; SOs: John Carman, Nigel
Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. Meetings: Last
Tues/month, 7:30pm, Osborne Park Bowling
Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club

Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.

Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.

Pres: John Chapman 0412 159472 <chappo
252@gmail.com>; Sec: Bill Oates 0466 440
049 <secretary@nevhgc.net>; Committee:
Bill Brooks, Alex Morgan, John Seltin; SSO:
Karl Texler 0428 385144; Meetings: [nevhgcmembers-forum@googlegroups.com].

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

[www.skyhighparagliding.org].
Pres: Chris Noye <pres@skyhighparagliding.
org.au>; V-Pres: Alister Johnson <vp@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Trs: Matthew
Gruba <tres@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Sec: Stephen McCulloch <sec@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; M’ship: Paul
Larkin <mem@skyhighparagliding.org.
au>; Nov Rep: Peter Kemeny <nov@
skyhighparagliding.org.au>; Web: Romann
Kudinoff <wm@skyhighparagliding.org.au>;
Committee: Tania Roullet. Meetings: 1st Wed/
month 7:30pm Retreat Hotel, 226 Nicholson
St, Abbotsford. No meeting in Nov or Jan.

Southern Microlight Club

[www.southernmicrolightclub.com.au]
Pres: Chris Bullen <president@southernmicro
lightclub.com.au>; V-Pres: Tony Batson <vicepresident@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>;
Sec: Steve Bell <secretary@southernmicro
lightclub.com.au>; Trs: Dean Marriott <treas
urer@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>;
Editor: Trevor Lane <trevor@teknological.
com.au>; Web: Steve Bell <web
master@southernmicrolightclub.com.au>.

Victorian Air Hogs

[http://groupspaces.com/AirHogs], Forum:
[http://skypirates.freeforums.org/]. Club
for WSM, PPG & PHG pilots. Contact: Bohdan
Philippa <bohdan392@gmail.com>.

[www.dustdevils.itaustralia.org]. Pres/SSO
Kalgoorlie: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.
net.au>, 0427 328638; Trs: Phil Clarkson <phil.
clarkson@hotmail.com.au>, 0405 144475;
Sec: Jarod Dashwood <jarod.dashwood@gmail.
com. SSO Perth: Mark Stokoe <wrx2002@
iinet.net.au>, 0414 932461.

Hill Flyers Club Inc.

<hillflyers@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick
Williams 0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary
Bennet 0412 611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls
0417 690386, Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397,
Dave Longman 08 93859469. Meetings held
on site during club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.

WA Sky Pirates (PPG)

Pres: Mark Wild <mwild@gastech.com.au>
0411 423923; Trs: Mark Hayton <mark.
hayton@riotinto.com> 0439 513465;
Sec: Kevin Hatten <kevinhatten@bigpond.
com> 0419 845509; SSOs: Mark Wild 0411
423923, Gordon McCabe 0407 776462.

Western Microlight Club Inc.

Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres:
Keith Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey
0428 504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408
949004.

Western Soarers

PO Box 483, Mt Hawthorn WA 6915; [www.
westernsoarers.com]. Pres: Michael Duffy
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; V-Pres: Jason
Kath <jkath@bigpond.net.au>; Sec: Cyril
Eliopulos
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>; Trs:
Greg Lowry <g.lowry@iinet.net.au>; SSOs:
Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls, Matty Coull,
Rick Williams, Michael Duffy. Meetings:
See [http://au.groups.yahoo.com/group/
western_soarers/].
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Schools & Maintenance

Victoria

Queensland

New South Wales

Western Australia
Australia Wide Services
Certified Paraglider
Repairer
Testing & Repairs
➲➲ Comprehensive testing
and repairs to all
paragliders
➲➲ Fully equipped service and
repair agents for: Advance,
Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, Gradient, Mac Para,
Niviuk, Nova, Ozone, Paratech, Sky, Skywalk, Swing,
UP
➲➲ Full written report
➲➲ Harness repair and modifications
➲➲ Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
➲➲ Parachute repacking
➲➲ Orders taken from anywhere in Australia, New
Zealand and Asia
➲➲ Prompt turnaround

Rainbow Paragliding•APCO Australia
Offering the full range of APCO equipment
APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique
in the industry. Customer service and 100% satisfaction
guarantee. Test centre for APCO gliders

<shop@paraglidingrainbow.com>

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely renowned as
Australia’s best flying region. Bright has been host to
numerous Australian & international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the best, our CFI
Fred Gungl (six times Australian Paragliding Champion)
has been involved in paragliding since 1990 & instructing
for over 10 years.

Courses

➲➲ Introductory & HGFA licence course
➲➲ Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
➲➲ SIV courses
➲➲ Tow courses
➲➲ XC tandem flights
➲➲ Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.

See website for details.
Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves,
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455
[www.activeflight.com.au]

Paragliding Repair Centre

➲➲ Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based on
the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has access
to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the Cooloola
National Park including Teewah and world famous Rain
bow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly all year round,
60km cross-country flights have been achieved in winter!
➲➲ FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own
pace, between eight to 10 days.
➲➲ REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing or
asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with the
experts.
➲➲ INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and the
knowledge.
➲➲ SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, trade-in,
maintenance and repairs.
➲➲ YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue
in Australia), over 5000 student days’ experience,
instructing since 1995.

93 Princess Ave, Torndirrup, Albany WA 6330

Mob: 0417 776550
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com>
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]
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Paragliding Queensland – Paraglide NZ

35

Southern Microlight Club

39

XC-mag – Cross Country magazine

17

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia
PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581

Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157
Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>
[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

Professional Paragliding

➲➲ Tandem Introductory Flights
➲➲ Paragliding Courses and Certifications
➲➲ Pilot Development Clinics
➲➲ Free Introduction course
➲➲ Tandem Endorsements
➲➲ Sales and Service

Dealer for Swing Icom Bräuniger Icaro
Adventure Plus Paragliding Pty Ltd
Stanwell Park, Sydney Ph: 0412271404
<fly@adventureplusparagliding.com.au>
[www.adventureplusparagliding.com.au]
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Classifieds

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified per person per issue will
be accepted. Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office for membership verification/payment by email <office@hgfa.
asn.au>, fax: 03 93367177 or post: 4c/60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042. The deadline is the 1st of the month, one
month prior to publication date. Submitted classifieds will run for one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission of the
classified must be made, no advance bookings. When submitting a classified, remember to include your contact details (for
prospective buyers), your HGFA membership number (for verification) and the State under which you would like the classified
placed. (Note that the above does not apply to commercial operators. Instructors may place multiple classified entries, but
will be charged at usual advertising rates.)

Advertising Guidelines

All aircraft should be suitable for the intended use; this includes the skill level required for the specific aircraft being
reflective of the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All members must adhere to the maintenance requirements as
contained in Section 9 of the Operations Manual and as provided by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment should
always be inspected by an independent person, an Instructor wherever possible. Advice should be sought as to the
condition, airworthiness and suitability of the aircraft. It should include examination of maintenance logs for the
aircraft. It is unethical and a legally volatile situation for individuals to provide aircraft which are unsuitable for the
skill level of the pilot, or aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Hang Gliders & Equipment

Airborne C2 Lite, sale or parts. Excellent carbon crossbars, L,
edges, battons. Contact: Paul & 0415 322113 (VIC).

Atos V, white with red stripe. Build 2000, new sail, wires, bag.
Glides & climbs better than any topless hang glider, complete
overhaul, nearly ‘as new’ – $7500. Spares & maintenance
available. Contact: Johannes & 0449 866513 or <j.straub@
gmx.net> (Melbourne, VIC).

Airborne Outback XT-912 Tundra with Cruze Wing T2-6123.
Trike cover, wing cover, radio, headsets, helmets, training
bars. 280 hrs on sail & base, all in excellent condition –
$41,000. Based at Latrobe airport, VIC. Contact: Trevor &
0422 474 266 or <trevor@teknological.com.au>.

FLPHG Harness/Mosquito NRG. Near new, approx. 20 hrs use.
Suit pilot medium build up to 175cm tall (custom fitted).
Located in WA, willing to split freight costs. $4500. Contact:
Joseph & 0407 991240 or <josephkenna@rocketmail.com>.

General Classifieds
Poliglide

Moyes Sonic 165, 100 hrs, good condition – $1000, Moyes Xact
harness (suit person around 188cm in height, good condition)
$300, wheels $50, Flytec 4005 $150, rain bag $50. Contact:
Goran & 0404 777100.

Microlights & Equipment

Airborne XT 582, Cruze wing, T2-2992. In excellent condition,
engine 190 hrs, with service history (will fly until sold) –
$28,000 incl. new Microavionics integral helmets, MA760
Microair VHF transceiver, training bars, head & strobe lights.
Contact: Joe & 0409 596822 or Steve & 0408 587756.

A Handbook for Australian
Hang Glider & Paraglider Pilots

A primer for Supervised, Intermediate
& Advanced theory HGFA exams
[www.tiliquabooks.com.au]

Kangook.com

The latest range of Kangook paramotors, Dudek Reflex
paragliders, trikes, flight decks, spares & your reserve
parachute equipment all on our website for your inspection
with prices. Contact: Ron & 0403 975041.

Concertina Bag

PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3
concertina bag, PARA SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag, PARA
SUPPLY/Cocoon3 concertina bag,
[www.parasupply.com].

Broome, WA
Photo: Stephen Galvin
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XT912 SST Tundra, 2009, T2-6232, plus two new Flycom
helmets & intercom, Microair radio, training bars, landing light,
bar mitts, high windscreen, engine cover, all manuals, 385
hrs. Awesome trike to fly, in excellent condition – $39,999,
located at Dixons Creek, VIC. Contact: Steve & 0419 879340.

Press To Talk System

PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/
PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA SUPPLY/PTT sys, PARA
SUPPLY/PTT sys, [www.parasupply.com].
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